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SUMMARY
1. Four grades of soft ear com were separately ensiled and, 
beginning nine months later, full-fed three times daily with a 
self-fed free-choice ration of meat meal tankage and block salt. 
Grades B and C of soft ear com  were also similarly fed as dried 
ear corn. Comparisons were made using a basal ration of shelled 
corn (about 18 percent moisture), meat meal tankage and rock 
salt.
2. High grade Poland China spring pigs weighing approxi­
mately 128 pounds were divided into seven comparable lots of six 
pigs each. The pigs were fed in dry lot from Nov. 26 until the 
least gaining group reached a 300-pound average final weight 
per pig. During the first 100-day period all the groups were fed 
their respective grades of soft ear corn as silage and dried ear 
corn (lots II to VII, inclusive) while for a 20-day final period all 
lots were similarly fed the shelled corn basal ration fed to check 
lot I thruout the entire period.
3. Feed, gain and cost summaries were figured at the close of 
the initial 100-day and total 120-day periods as well as when the 
lots reached an average of 225 and 300-pound final weight per 
pig.
4. At the close of the 100-day comparison period, the lots,
II and III, fed grades B and C ear corn had made an average 
daily gain of 1.72 and 1.68 pounds, respectively, as compared 
with 1.53 for the shelled corn check lot, I. There was practically 
no difference in the meat meal tankage (38 pounds) and block 
salt (practically none) requirements per hundredweight of gain. 
Only a minor difference existed in the corn requirement when 
calculated to a uniform 14 percent moisture basis (435 to 456 
pounds). • > #
5. The silage fed pigs were not finished, having made only
0.87 to 1.3 pounds average daily gain per pig. These pigs looked 
rough in coat of hair and suffered continuously from digestive 
disturbances, especially lots VI and VII, fed grades C and D 
silage. These digestive disorders, however, may have been par­
tially due to the heavy daily meat meal tankage consumption, 
1.24 to 1.62 pounds, as contrasted with the 0.57 pound consumed 
by the shelled corn check lot, I. The average meat meal tankage 
requirement for the hundredweight of gain (143 pounds) was 
nearly four times greater than that of check lot, I. The corn re­
quirement was somewhat lower, altho not uniformly so (385, 464, 
324 and 352 pounds, respectively), with no outstanding differ­
ences in salt requirement.
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6. Cost analysis studies were made on two price levels, a high 
and a rather low level. In general, the shelled and dried ear corn 
rations produced gains at about the same cost. Due to the high 
meat meal tankage consumption, the silage fed pigs made rather 
uneconomical gains, except for the grade D silage fed lot, VII. 
Inasmuch as this group weighed only 212 pounds on the average 
at the end of the 100-day comparison period, the cheapness of 
gain is only a minor factor in the economy of production.
7. The 20-day post-comparison feeding period with the shelled 
corn basal ration generally effected a considerable increase in the 
rate of daily gain and very markedly reduced the tankage re­
quirement. The corn consumption and requirement were in most 
instances increased as may be expected at the heavier weights.
8. We find in this test that the dried ear corn proved a much 
more desirable feed than the soft corn silage in bringing the ani­
mals to a handy market weight of 225 pounds, altho soft corn 
silage may be easily fed to swine even during cold weather. What 
the ultimate profits are going to be will depend on the price that 
soft ear com may be bought for. The lower the corn grain 
equivalent is valued, the more chance for profit.
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Soft Ear Corn Silage for Swine*
B y  J o h n  M. E w a r d , C. C. Cu lbertso n , Q. W . W allace
AND E. J. MAYNARDf
A recurrence of soft corn years in the last quarter century 
brings into prominence the question of what should be done with 
this perishable product, which is often large in amount.
Owing to the limited investigational work which has been car­
ried on along this line and because of the numerous inquiries re­
ceived in regard to the best way of handling, preserving and feed­
ing soft corn, it was thought advisable to make some definite de­
terminations of the keeping and feeding qualities of various 
grades of corn. Inasmuch as soft corn is corn which has been 
frosted before its kernels have reached maturity, it often con­
tains an abnormally large amount of moisture, the water percen­
tage being the largest in the most immature com.
In the previous bulletin, E w ard1 reports the following table 
which gives the average moisture content in various grades of 
corn:
Percent moisture Grade
65 Markedly soft (rare).
55 Very soft (somewhat difficult to squeeze out the
visible moisture).
45 Soft.
35 "Fairly soft.
25 Cribable.
20 Safe corn.
14 Old corn, mature.
12 Usually two-year-old corn.
8 Usually kiln-dried.
This table is based on the percentage moisture content of the 
corn grain and not the cob.
Several investigators have shown that aside from the high mois­
ture content found in soft corn this grain apparently compares 
very favorably in feeding value with mature corn. Kennedy, 
Dinsmore, Rutherford and Smith2 fed two lots of eight steers 
each for six months on soft corn which contained 35 percent mois­
ture at the start and 16 percent at the close of the experiment. 
They found that the softer corn made the more economical gains 
when calculated on the dry matter basis. The advantage, how-
*A full description of the methods, gains, losses and other considerations in the en­
siling and drying o f soft ear corn is to be found in Bui. 216 from the Iowa Agr. Exp. 
Sta., entitled “ Ensiling vs. Drying Soft Ear Corn”  by John M. Eward, A. R. Lamb, 
and_ E. J. Maynard. *
tNow in charge Animal Investigations, Colo. Agr. Exp. Sta.
1Eward, John M. The Soft Com Problem. Circ. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. 40. 1917.
2Kennedy, W. J . ; Dinsmore, W ayne; Rutherford, W. S .; and Smith, W. W. The 
Feeding Value of Soft Corn for Beef Production. Bui. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. 75. 1904
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ever, was very small. They also found that the soft, corn grain 
contained a trifle more protein, fat and ash than did the mature 
corn. On the other hand, the cob of the soft corn was lower in 
protein but higher in fat and ash. These analyses, of course, 
were all reported on the water-free-basis.
Recently Rusk and Snapp3 reported the results of six soft corn 
feeding experiments with steers. Some of these tests were con­
ducted as early as 1916, but the most extensive was an 80-day 
trial conducted during 1924 (Oct. 25, 1924, to January 13, 1925) 
when soft corn was fed experimentally in the form of shocked 
com, as standing corn pastured in the field, as broken ears 
brought from the field as needed and as ear corn silage from the 
snapped ears. The ear corn silage in this case contained most of 
the husks, some shanks and all of the grain and cob.
These investigators found that on the basis of combined gains 
produced on cattle and hogs by an acre of soft corn, ear com 
silage ranks first, then shocked corn, then corn left in the field 
and husked as needed and finally standing corn pastured by the 
cattle in the field. Pasturing or “ cattling-down”  of corn in the 
field resulted in the tramping down and waste of much feed. 
Much of the tramped down corn froze in the ground and was not 
recovered by the hogs following the cattle.
When the results secured by feeding silage were checked 
against those got by feeding mature corn, it was found that the 
dry matter requirement was practically the same in both in­
stances, which tends to corroborate the findings of Kennedy et al.
The big question is, then, how can this soft corn be preserved 
so as to make a palatable and efficient feed that can be convenient­
ly stored with little loss and fed at will ?
The advisability of feeding soft ear com silage of different 
grades to swine was the primary object of this test. Consequent­
ly, this phase of the question will be dealt with in its entirety. 
The problems of making the silage, drying the soft corn, etc., are 
covered in another publication,* and, consequently, will only be 
touched upon briefly in this bulletin.
I f  soft corn could be preserved as silage and fed to swine to 
advantage, the process would prove a practical proposition .on 
many corn belt farms in so far as equipment is concerned.
The question, therefore, mainly hinges upon the ability of the 
swine to eat and economically utilize the soft corn silage as con­
trasted with dried ear corn or ordinary market com handled in 
the usual way. Pigs can use considerable acid in their feed to 
advantage. This has been proved by recent aeidrbase balance 
studies which have exploded the old theory that the acids formed 
in silage may possibly be detrimental to the best assimilation of
sRusk, H. P., and Snapp, R. R. The Utilization of Soft Corn in Beef Cattle Feed­
ing. Bui. 111. Agr. Exp. Sta. 313. 1928.
♦Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 216.
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nutrients in the digestive organs. The important question, how­
ever, arises of whether or not the bacterial or mold activities 
which go on during the-ensiling of eorn do not produce, especially 
in the poorer grades of soft corn, toxins which may be harmful 
to swine. The question of palatability and the effect of the high 
moisture content of the silage are also very important. In the 
latter case, the supposition is that not only will it require more 
energy to bring the moisture in the product to body tempera­
ture, but that once having eaten their fill the pigs will have in­
gested only a comparatively small amount of solid substance.
Objects of the Experiment
The objects of this test were: To determine the advisa­
bility of feeding different grades of soft ear com silage to fatten­
ing pigs having an average initial weight of 125 to 130 pounds; 
to contrast the soft ear corn silage with dried ear corn of different 
grades and to compare both the soft ear corn silage and dried 
ear corn with No. 4 shelled corn of 17 to 18 percent moisture; to 
determine the general practicability of feeding soft ear corn 
silage to swine as shown by the relative gains produced, when 
this feed was contrasted with dried ear corn and both compared 
to good No. 4 com  of normal years; to determine the quality of 
gains under the different methods; to compare the salt consump­
tion as affected by the different rations and the tankage con­
sumption as affected by the basal feeds.
Method of Experimentation
Duration of the Experimental Period
The experiment began Nov. 26, 1918, and the hogs were all car­
ried until they averaged 300 pounds per pig per lot.
Enough soft ear corn silage and dried ear com were available 
to feed all lots until March 6, 1919, or for 100 days, after which 
time they were put upon straight shelled corn, meat meal tank­
age and salt, or upon exactly the same ration as fed Lot I. The 
corn was hand full-fed three times daily and the tankage and 
salt were self-fed free-choice style.
The entire length of the feeding period was, therefore, depen­
dent upon how long it would take the slowest gaining lot to reach 
300 pounds. The following summary divides the experimental 
period into three distinct sub-periods:
1. The ear corn silage—dried ear corn comparison period (Nov. 
26, 1918-Mar. 6, 1919).
2. The check period when all lots were still in the experiment and 
receiving similar rations (Mar. 6, 1919-Mar. 26, 1919).
3. The periods varied in length for each lot to reach, respectively, 
225 and 300 pounds average weights.
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Fig. 1. Pigs eating from a “ V ” trough, the trough being on a wooden platform 
to prevent wastage o f feeding material.
Animals Used in Experiment
The pigs used in this experiment were farrowed in the spring 
of 1918 and averaged about 128 pounds each at the time the ex­
periment started.
The pigs, all high grade Poland Chinas, were purchased on the 
Kansas City market. They were all healthy and thrifty, about 
medium in condition and splendid for experimental purposes so 
far as uniformity was concerned.
Previous to the start of the experiment proper, the pigs were 
fed for a time on shelled corn, tankage, some oatmeal without 
hulls, corn oil cake meal and salt in order that all pigs might en­
ter the experiment under similar circumstances. All the pigs ap­
peared to be quite free from worms and had been simultaneously 
double treated against cholera.
The pigs were divided into seven groups of six pigs each. All 
groups were fed in separate dry lots measuring 16 by 90 feet. 
Each contained a 10 by 12 foot Iowa portable gable roof hog 
house having a wooden floor and an entrance on the south side. 
Self-feeders for meat meal tankage and salt were placed inside 
the houses. The corn grain was fed outside in troughs on wooden 
platforms with the exception of the ear corn which was fed 
directly on the wooden feeding platforms. Water was allowed in 
open troughs.
Individual weights were taken' of all animals on three consecu­
tive days at the start of the experiment, the average being used 
as the initial weight. Individual weights were also taken every 
30 days during the 100-day feeding period, and on three consecu­
tive days at the end of the initial 100-day period.
Three consecutive weights were then taken every 10 days there­
after until the least gaining lot had reached an average of 
300 pounds per pig. We were thus enabled, by using these 
weights, to figure back to definite weights of 225 and 300 pounds.
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Allotment and Rations Fed
After the one-hundredth day all groups were fed alike, being 
allowed shelled corn, meat meal tankage and block salt. This 
means, then, that all lots received the same ration as Lot I during 
the first 100-day comparison period.
The pigs in all lots were fed three times daily: about 7 :00 to 
7 :30 a. m., 11:30 to 12:00 a. m., and 4 :00 to 4:30 p. m. Inasmuch 
as the tankage and salt were self-fed, it was merely a question of 
feeding the corn at those hours.
The shelled corn was fed as such. The soft ear corn silage was 
fed just as it came from the silo and the dried ear corn was al­
lowed as grain on the cob just as it came from the bin. Except 
for the preparation given the soft ear corn silage and the dried 
corn at the time they were stored, the feeds were fed in their 
natural states.
The amount of corn fed was regulated by the appetites of the 
pigs. In all cases as much corn was kept before the pigs as they 
would take, making them clean up the feed three times daily as 
closely as possible. Some of the silage-fed groups, particularly 
where grades C and I) were fed, would not readily do this. It 
was decided, therefore, to permit them to leave some of the
RATIONS FED TO THE SEVEN LOTS OF SIX PIGS EACH 
FOR THE FIRST 100 DAYS.
Lot no. Shelled corn a Dried soft 
ear corn
Soft ear 
corn silage
Protein
supplement
Salt
I. Hand 
full-fed 
3 times daily
60 percent pro­
tein meat 
meal tankage 
self-fed to 
• all lots
Block salt 
self-fed 
to all lots.
II. Grade B;
. Hand 
full-fed 
3 times daily
III. Grade C; 
Hand 
fullTfed 
3 times daily
IV. Grade A ; 
Hatod 
full-fed 
3 times daily
V. Grade B; 
Hand 
full-fed 
3 times daily
VI. Grade C; 
Hand 
full-fed 
3 times daily
VII. | Grade D ; 
Hand 
full-fed 
3 times daily
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Fig. 2. Representative ears of the respective grades o f soft ear corn before drying 
or ensiling. Each grade represents a type of ear corn before drying or ensiling.
spoiled, poor quality grains which were not palatable, the conclu­
sion being that they would show better results in this way than if 
forced to clean up these bad kernels.’
Feeds Described
Shelled Corn. The shelled corn used in the test was of the 
1918 crop and No. 4 grade (ranging in moisture from 17 to 18 
percent). It was secured from the local elevator at Ames and 
was the best grade of com  on the local market at that time.
Dried or Ensiled Soft Ear Corn. Before describing these prod­
ucts in detail, it will be well to include a brief description of how 
they were made. Nearly 700 bushels of soft com  were secured 
by the college about the last o f February, 1918. This corn was 
from the 1917 crop and had all been frosted before maturing, 
some of it being very immature but ranging from very immature 
to fairly mature corn.
This corn had been kept in bins over the winter and was typi­
cal soft ear corn, ranging in moisture content of the grain from 
24.70 percent up to 37.90 percent and of the cob from 27.00 per­
cent in the most mature corn to 53.50 percent in the most imma­
ture. This corn was hand graded into the following four dis­
tinct grades:
Grade A, Soft Ear Corn: This grade included only most mature corn.
10
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TABLE I. CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF GRAIN AND COB OF SOFT EAR 
CORN JUST BEFORE ENSILING OR DRYING.
Grade 
of soft 
ear 
corn
Water,
percent
Crude
protein
percent
Carbohydrates
Fat
(ether
extract)
percent
Ash
(mineral
matter)
percent.
Total 
sugars as 
dextrose 
percent
Nitrogen 
free extract 
percent
Crude fiber 
percent
Corn Grain
—
Natuiral basis
A 24.7 7.6 61.4 2.2 2.9 1.2 0.81B 29.0 , 7.2 57.8 2.2 2.7 1.1 0.66C 33.8 8.1 52.3 2.2 2.5 1.2 0.45D 37.9 7.3 49.0 2.4 2.3 1.2 0.35
Water free or dry matter ba *is
A — 10.1 81.6 3.0 3.9 1.6 1.08B — 10.2 81.4 3.1 3.8 1.6 0.93c — 12.2 79.0 3.3 3.7 1.8 0.68D - --- 11.7 78.9 3.9 3.7 1.9 0.56
Corn Cob
___ Natu ■al basis
A 37.0 1.7 36.3 23.9 0.4 0.9 1.41B 41.7 1.8 33.6 21.8 0.3 0.8 0.48C 49.3 2.0 28.8 19.0 0.2 0.6 0.24D 53.5 2.3 25.5 17.6 0.2 0.9 0.19
Water free or dry matter bas is
A — :-- 2.7 57.7 38.0 0.6 1.4 2.24----— 3.1 57.6 37.5 0.6 1.4 0.82c ------ - 4.0 56.9 37.6 0.4 1.2 0.474.9 54.8 37.9 0.5 2.0 0.41
It was free from mold, bright, clean and with the least apparent mois­
ture content at husking time.
Grade B, Soft Ear Corn: This grade was comparable to A but with 
an apparently lower dry matter content and slightly more moisture. 
It had a slightly darkened appearance * at base of the kernels, around 
the germ.
Grade C, Soft Ear Corn: This corn was apparently in the milk 
stage at husking time and, therefore, had a relatively high moisture 
content as compared with grades A and B. In fact, in some ears the 
kernels when somewhat dry had a distinctly blade-like appearance with 
considerable spacing between them. This grade was apparently free 
from mold. -
Grade D, Soft Ear Corn: Into this grade was put all the moldy or 
rotten ears and also the very immature corn. It had a distinctly un­
pleasant odor and had the highest moisture content of all grades.
Method of Handling: These four grades were cut separately into 
& by 14 foot wooden stave silos under exactly the same conditions and 
were left in them until the feeding period commenced approximately 
nine months later.
. About equal amounts of grades B and C were left after fili­
n g  the silos. This soft corn, exactly comparable to grades B and 
v of the ensiled corn, was artificially dried.
Table I gives the chemical composition of these four grades of 
ear corn as determined from composite samples taken at the time 
they were dried or ensiled.
Further discussion of these grades has to do with the final 
feeding products dried or ensiled.
11
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Grade B, Ear Corn: This was the better of the two artificially 
dried grades. After being dried it was stored in a bin and 
consequently took up some moisture. Except for a slightly musty 
odor its general appearance was fairly good, altho the kernels 
were slightly shrunken.
Grade C, Ear Corn: This grade of soft ear corn was not as 
desirable in general appearance as Grade B. It was handled 
similarly to Grade B and consequently took up some moisture 
during the feeding period. The kernels were very much shrunken 
and had a distinctly musty odor.
Grade A, Corn Silage: This silage was made from the more 
mature ears of soft corn. It was light in color, the grain being 
full and hard with a cob of light brownish color. This silage 
had a good clean cut appearance as the kernels were not mashed 
and the cob was hard and firm. It appeared very palatable; in 
fact, it had the distinctive silage odor, denoting the presence of 
acetic and lactic acids and the lack of objectionable and possibly 
toxic substances.
The cut was fine, about y4 to i/2 inch. The quality was the best 
and there was a complete absence of mold. This grade was ap­
parently a clean, palatable and bright concentrate.
Grade B, Ear Corn Silage: This silage was almost com­
parable to Grade A  in nature altho the kernels were a shade less 
firm. The kernels were not quite as light in color; in fact they 
were inclined to be slightly bluish near the base. The cob was 
also slightly darker, giving the silage a duller appearance. This 
grade, however, appeared to be practically as palatable as Grade 
A, and its odor was very similar. The kernels were clean cut, did 
not mash up and the quality was only slightly inferior to Grade 
A. This silage contained some corn carrying a little mold at the 
base of the kernels.
Grade C, Ear Corn Silage: This grade had a. brownish ap­
pearance and the immature character of its grain could be easily 
recognized as contrasted with grades A  and B. Nq mold was ap­
parent, however. It was cut fine, but large pieces of cob which 
had slipped through uncut were in evidence. Also a consider­
able amount of grain was mashed in with the cob. The odor was 
apparently good, but this silage did not seem to be as appetizing 
as the other grades.
Grade D, Ear Corn Silage: This silage was distinctly in­
ferior to the others. The kernels were discolored and in general 
were darker in appearance. Because of this difference in color 
it could be recognized at a distance from the other grades. It 
had a slightly disagreeable, somewhat acid and musty odor which 
increased in strength as the silage was left out of the silo. Its 
physical condition was poor. The starch from many of the kernels
12
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TABLE II. AVERAGE SHELLING PERCENT AND MOISTURE CONTENT OF 
GRAIN AND COB OF SOFT EAR CORN SILAGE AND DRIED EAR CORN 
DURING 100 DAY COMPARISON PERIOD.
Shelling 
percent 
natural basis
Percent moisture
Grain Cob
Dried ear corn grade B 77.39 12.83 10.71
Dried ear corn grade C 71.74 . 13.74 13.23
Soft ear corn silage grade A 68.94 45.90 52.54
Soft ear corn silage grade B 71.16 48.08 55.52
Soft ear corn silage grade C 49.51 48.57 63.46
Soft ear corn silage grade D 49.18 48.16 62.98
had been smeared on the cobs; in fact, this grade had a mushy 
appearance. This corn was very moldy and unpalatable, and its 
quality and general appearance were far below the others.
Meat Meal Tankage: This was the regular “ 60 percent pro­
tein”  grade tankage made by Armour and Company..
Salt: Pressed block salt was used, the blocks weighing 50 
pounds each and coming from the Morton Salt Company, Chi­
cago. A  check block of this salt was kept, and the amount of 
moisture lost or gained thru weather conditions was noted so 
that the true amount the pigs consumed could be calculated there­
from.
Water: The water was supplied from the college hydrant.
Chemical Composition of Feeds
The chemical composition of the feeds used in the test, as re­
ported by Prof. W. Gr. Gaessler of the Chemistry Section oh the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, is shown in table III.
Weather Conditions During Experiment
During the first period, Nov. 26, 1918, to March 6, 1919, while 
the soft ear corn silage and dried ear corn were being fed the 
weather was cold, the temperature going as low as 20 degrees be­
low zero. For the whole period the approximate average tem-
TABLE III. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FEEDS IN PERCENT.
Dry
matter
Crude
protein
' Carboh; rdrates
Fat Ash
N. free 
extract
Crude
fiber
Shelled corn 76.25 7.88 62.95 2.26 1.99 1.17
Dried ear corn, B 87.65 7.33 63.29 10.53 2.55 3.95
Dried ear corn, C 86.40 7.32 59.49 12.82 2.52 4.23
Silage grade A 52.04 4.67 37.48 7.31 1.72 .85
suage grade B 49.78 4.60 36.32 6.15 1.81 .89
Silage grade C 43.91 3.74 28.88 9.36 1.06 .86
Silage grade D 44.30 4.87 31.03 5.83 1.51 1.06
M. m. tankage
(Armours^ 93.59 59.81 4.73 3.62 8.08 17.35
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perature was about 20 degrees 
above zero.
In the middle of January 
there was a 10-day period of 
warm weather and from Feb. 
1 until March 6 the weather 
was cold, becoming very mild, 
however, during the check pe­
riod from March 6 to March 
26. From then on until the 
finish the weather was not se­
vere, leaving the lots very 
muddy because of spring 
thaws.
Experimental Results, Data and Interpretations
Observational Studies of Pigs
General Appearance. In respect to general appearance, the 
tots may be grouped as follows (the best first) : II, III, I, IV, V, 
VI, VII. The pigs of lots II and III were sleek and uniform— 
more outstanding in the latter characteristic than were those of 
lot I which had one rather poor pig. Lots IV, V, VI and VII of 
the silage-fed pigs were not on a par with the other three lots in 
general appearance at any time during the experiment.
Relative Appetite Manifestations. The check lot and also 
the. two dried ear corn lots apparently found no fault with the 
feed presented to them. They cleaned it up each day in good 
shape and their appetites were the best at all times. Altho the 
silage fed pigs ate the feed, 
they did not appear to be 
eager for it and they did not, 
as a rule, consume it as readi­
ly as did the lots fed dried 
corn. This was especially n6- 
ticeable in the lots fed the 
poorer grades of silage, name­
ly, lots VI and VII. The Lot 
V II pigs did not clean up 
their feed well; therefore, we 
found it necessary to limit the 
amount at times in order to 
keep them from wasting too 
much.
The pigs in all silage fed 
lots apparently did not eat
Fig. 4. Representative pig ‘of group IV 
(soft ear corn silage grade C) at close of 
silage and dried corn feeding period of 100 
days. This group ranked for 100 days sixth 
in gains (1.00 lbs.), tied for fifth in con­
dition (medium to good), and was fifth in 
cost of gains ($17.85).
Fig. 3. Representative pig of group I 
(check lot) at close of silage and dried corn 
feeding period of 100 days. This group 
ranked for 100 days, third in gains (1.46 
lbs.), tied for third in condition (good), 
and was first in cost o f gains ($12.92).
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any of the cob in the silage.
In the lots that received clean 
cut silage, where the grain 
was hard and firm and not 
mashed, the pigs found it 
easy to pick over the silage 
and clean up the grain, but in 
the poorer quality silage fed 
lots,. VI and VII, it was a 
more difficult problem, inas­
much as the grain was par­
tially mashed and the con­
tents smeared over the cob.
In this case the pigs did not 
get all the grain they were 
actually charged with.
The pigs generally spent 
from 45 minutes to an hour in
eating their com. When any pigs spent a longer time eating it 
was generally those in the silage fed lots and especially lots VI 
and VII. The remainder of the time was mostly spent in the 
houses as the weather was cold.
Fig. 5. Representative pig o f group II 
(dried ear corn grade B) at close of silage 
and dried corn feeding period of 100 days. 
This group ranked for 100 days first in 
gain (1.72 lbs.), tied for first in condition 
(good to choice), and was third in cost of 
gains ($13.43).
Condition of the Feces. In lots I, II and III the feces were 
apparently normal in consistency and color, and no digestive dis­
turbances were apparent thruout the trial. The feces of the 
silage fed pigs were, however, dark in color and soft in consis­
tency. In lots VI and V II this laxativeness was most noticeable, 
their feces being liquid in consistency for the greater part of the 
time. The pigs in lots IV  and V  showed a laxative condition at 
times, but not extremely so as in lots V I and VII.
H e a l t  h and Thriftiness. 
This condition indicated that 
the poorer grades of silage 
probably caused a disturbance 
of the digestive tract, due 
probably to certain toxins 
formed in the silage which 
cause an irritation of the in­
testines. The factor of ex­
treme laxativeness a t a l l  
times really amounts to a 
pathological condition and is 
of such importance as to ar­
gue against ensiling moldy 
soft corn even for summer 
feeding.
The health of the pigs in
6. Representative pig o f group 
f ear corn silage grade D) at close
inn31‘age and dried corn feeding period of 
VO days. This group ranked for 100 days 
seventh in gains (.87 lbs.), seventh in con- 
uition (medium), and was fourth in cost of 
gams ($14.30).
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lots I, II, and III (dry corn) 
was unimpaired during the 
trial. They were thrifty in 
condition at all times.
The silage fed lots, IY  and 
Y, also appeared to be fairly 
healthy, tho at times they 
would have spells of scouring 
which made them appear un­
kept, starry in coat of hair, 
and gave them a more or less 
unhealthy appearance.
The lots would be ranked 
as follows when judged in 
health and thriftiness for the 
100-day period: Lots II, III, I,
IV, Y, VI, VII.
In less than a week after
the silage fed lots were transferred to the shelled corn-meat meal 
tankage-salt ration, they showed great improvement in health 
and thriftiness, and at the end of the 20-day check period (120 
days from the start) all were in a thrifty and healthy condition.
Comparative Condition of Groups. At the end of the 100-day 
comparison period the lots ranked as follows: Lots II, III, I, IV,
V, VI, VII.
Lots II and III showed an average condition from “ good to 
choice.”  Lot I had some good pigs, comparable to those in lots 
II and III. As a lot, however, the condition grade of lot I was 
only “ good”  because of a runt pig. Lot IV  was also “ good”  in 
condition, tho the pigs had rough coats in contrast to the smooth
coats in the first three lots. 
Lots V  and V I ranked ‘ ‘ med­
ium to good,”  while lot VII 
ranked only “ medium plus.”  
At the end of the 120-day 
period the silage fed lots had 
improved in condition, but 
were not yet on a par with 
lots I, II and III. In fact, 
at no time up to the 300- 
pound average final weight 
did they grade as high in con­
dition.
In smoothness of coat of 
hair the lots ranked as fol­
lows (smoothest and sleekest 
first) : Lot III (8), II (8),
Fig. 8. Representative pig of group V 
(soft ear com  silage grade B) at close of 
silage and dried corn feeding period of 100 
days. This group ranked for 100 days fifth 
in gains (1.03 lbs.), tied for fifth in con­
dition (medium to good), and was seventh 
in cost of gains ($20.22).
Fig. 7. Representative pig of group III 
(dried ear com  grade C) at close o f silage 
and dried corn feeding period of 100 days. 
This group ranked for 100 days second in 
gains (1.66 lbs.), tied for first in condition 
(good to choice), and was second in cost of 
gains ($12.93).
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I (9), IY  (20), V  (45), VI 
(75), VII (80). The figures 
in parenthesis represent com­
parative units of hair rough­
ness on the basis of 100 being 
very rough. The roughness 
of coat was much more appa­
rent in the silage fed lots than 
in the lots fed the dried ear 
corn. . \
Increase in Weight Made 
by Pigs
Table IY  gives the average 
total gain, average daily gain 
and average final weight per 
pig by sub-periods.
During the 100-day com­
parison period, we find that lots II and III, receiving dried ear 
corn grades B and C, made the largest average daily gain per 
pig, or 1.72 and 1.66 pounds, respectively, as contrasted to 1.46 
average daily gain made by the shelled corn check lot, I.
The gains made by the ear corn silage fed lots were consider­
ably smaller than those fed dried ear corn or shelled corn. The 
greatest gain in this series was made by lot IY, fed grade A
Fig. 9. Representative pig (soft ear 
corn silage grade A) at close of silage and 
dried corn feeding period of 100 days. This 
group ranked for 100 days fourth in gains 
(1.30 lbs.), tied for third in condition 
(good), and was sixth in cost of gains 
($18.20).
TABLE IV. TOTAL GAINS, AVERAGE DAILY GAINS AND FINAL WEIGHTS, 
IN POUNDS, PER PIG.
100 Days Lot no. Total gain Average 
daily gain
Final weights
Nov. 26 I 146.12 1.46 273.00
II 172.10 1.72 300.22
to III 165.87 1.66 294.00
Mar. 6
IV 130.00 1.30 255.55
V 103.00 1.03 229.72
VI 99.78 1.00 228.00
VII 87.38 .87 212.05
(120 Days) I 182.12 1.52 309.00
Nov. 26
II 210.43 1.75 338.55
III 213.77 1.78 341.90
IV 172.23 1.44 297.78
to V 148.00 1.23 274.72
Mar. 26
VI 142.12 1.18 270.33
VII 124.72 1.04 249.38
Nov. 26 I 97.62 1.40 I .224.50
II 98.05 1.66 i 226.17
III 98.00 1.58 226.13
to IV 97.38 1.28 ' 222.93
V 97.82 1.03 : 224.53
225 VI 98.47 1.00 t 226.68
Lbs. VII 98.58 .93 223.25
Nov. 26 I 172.43 1.53 299.32
II 172.10 1.72 300.22
III 173.05 1.68 301.18
to IV 172.23 1.44 297.78
V 174.20 1.33 300.92
300 VI 173.70 1.30 301.92
Lbs. VII 172.45 1.21 297.12
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silage. The remaining lots ranked V, VI and VII. They showed 
decreasing gains as the silage became poorer in quality. Lot VII 
made an average daily gain of only 0.87 pound as compared to 
1.72 pounds for lot II.
The average daily gains made by all lots during the entire pe­
riod of 120 days were slightly larger than during the 100-day 
comparison period. Lot III (Grade C ear corn) made the great­
est average daily gain for the entire period, or 1.78 pounds. The 
other lots ranked in the following order: II (Grade B ear com ), 
I (shelled com  check); and the silage fed lots, IV, V, V I and 
VII, with average daily gains of 1.75, 1.52, 1.44, 1.23, 1.18 and 
1.04 pounds, respectively. Favorable weather conditions during 
the last 20 days probably had some effect on.the gains made.
Taken to 225 pounds and 300 pounds, the lots ranked in the 
same order as for the 100-day comparison period.
It seems that the dried ear com  of both grades was more effi­
cient in producing gains than was the shelled corn. The soft ear 
corn silage in all cases proved less efficient than either the dried 
ear com  or shelled com. All lots showed a tendency to increase 
their gains when fed shelled com  during the final 20-day check 
period, this being particularly true of the silage fed lots.
Feed Consumption Studies
Corn Consumption Studies. The average daily amount of feed 
consumed during the 100-day comparison period is shown in 
table V.
The pigs in lot II (grade B ear corn) consumed the most 
shelled corn (14 percent moisture basis) of any of the lots, with 
an average daily consumption of 7.85 pounds. In this respect lot 
III ranked second, followed by lots I, IV, V, V I and V II in the 
order named. The lots receiving soft ear corn silage consumed 
considerably less corn (14 percent moisture) than did the lots
TABLE V. AVERAGE DAILY FEED AND GAIN PER PIG DURING DRIED 
EAR CORN—EAR CORN SILAGE—SHELLED CORN COMPARISON PERIOD 
(NOV. 26 TO MAR. 6)— (100 DAYS)
(All figures in pounds)
Corn grain plus Feei1 Consulned To
fe
tal
Average 
daily 
gain 
per pig
(Njsturai basis) Corn 
grain 
14 Per­
centage 
moist­
ure
M. m. 
tankage
Salt Natural
basis
Corn 
grain 
14 Per­
centage 
moist­
ure
Grain Cob Total
I Check 6.67 6.67 6.36 .57 .008 7.25 6.94 1.46
II Dried eax-B 7.75 2.26 10.01 7.85 .65 .000 10.66 8.50 1.72
III Dried ear-C 7.31 2.88 10.19 7.33 .64 .000 10.83 7.97 1.66
IV Silage A 7.96 3.58 11.54 5.00 1.55 .001 13.09! 6.55 1.30
V Silage B 7.91 3.21 11.12 4.78 1.62 .000 12.74' 6.40 1.03
VI Silage C 5.40 5.51 10.91 3.23 1.52 .000 12.43 4.75 1.00
VII Silage D 5.10 5.27 10.37 3.07 1.24 .001 111.61 4.31 .87
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receiving dried ear com or shelled com. This was largely due to 
the high moisture content of the silage.
Table Y  shows very clearly the relatively small daily ration of 
corn (14 percent moisture) that the poorer quality silage fed pigs 
were actually consuming. After eating enough silage to satisfy 
their immediate appetite, they still apparently did not have 
enough to satisfy their bodily needs.
It is also doubtful if the com was all retrieved inasmuch as 
much of the corn grain was badly mashed. Since the pigs on 
silage were hand full-fed three times daily, however, they were 
getting all the silage they would clean up. Furthermore, the 
high moisture content of the silage made it nearly impossible for 
the pigs to clean it up during the cold weather before it became 
frozen.
We also find that the average daily gain became markedly 
smaller as the quality of the silage became poorer. This may be 
explained by considering the small amount of feed which the 
poorer silage fed lots were able to consume in contrast to the 
check lot. For instance, out of 6.67 pounds of com  consumed, 
lot I was able to get 6.36 pounds of 14 percent moisture corn 
which is practically 95 percent of the total weight of the corn 
fed. While out of 10.37 pounds of grade D silage allowed, lot 
VII was able to get but 3.07 pounds of com (14 percent moisture 
basis), or only about 60 percent of the weight of the com fed.
The Daily Consumption of Tankage. The silage fed lots, IV, 
V, VI and VII, consumed, respectively, 1.55, 1.62, 1.52 and 1.24 
pounds of meat meal tankage daily per pig. These consumption 
figures are high and indicate that the pigs were eating this high 
priced supplement feed in an endeavor to compensate for the lack 
of nutrients in the silage. The lots receiving shelled com and 
dried ear corn, grades B and C, consumed, respectively, 0.57, 
0.65, and 0.64 pound of meat meal tankage daily per pig.
It is interesting to note the relatively low consumption of tank­
age and also the high average daily gains made by the pigs in 
the dried ear corn fed lots, remembering that this corn was ex­
actly comparable to the com  in the silage fed to lots V  and VT.
TABLE VI. SEPARATE ANALYSIS OF KERNELS AND COBS, BEFORE AND 
AFTER BEING ENSILED TOGETHER IN A SMALL SILO AS CHOPPED EARS.
(In percentages)
Gr iin C :>b
Before After Before After
Dry matter 100 100 100 100
protein 9.35 7.70 3.24 6.92
Ether extract 3.97 4.09 0.76 1.59
Fiber 3.14 3.28 27.06 25.11
Ash
Nitrogen-free ex-
1.46 1.55 1.93 3.13
tract 82.08 83.38 67.01 63.25
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The large amount of tankage consumed by the silage fed lots 
may have been partly responsible for the laxative condition 
shown by the silage fed pigs.
It is interesting to correlate the high tankage consumption of 
the silage fed lots with the results obtained by Perkins.4 In Per­
kin’s case the ears removed from the corn at the time of ensiling 
were run thru the silage cutter and ensiled in a can of about six 
gallons capacity. The material kept well and was in excellent 
condition when opened some three months later. Samples of the 
chopped material as ensiled and of the silage were separated into 
fractions of grain and cob, each portion being subject to the 
usual analysis. The results as presented in table VI shows that 
the crude protein content of the cob portion had been more than 
doubled during its stay in the silo.' The loss of protein from the 
kernels looks relatively small on the percentage basis, but it 
must be remembered that in this silage the grain represents 
nearly three-fourths of the dry weight.
In conclusion Perkins makes this pertinent comment: “ The 
cob portion of ensiled chopped ears more than doubled in crude 
protein content at the expense of the kernels.”
In our case it is possible that the tankage consumption of the 
ear corn silage fed pigs may have been influenced by the loss of 
protein from the corn grain in the silo. This opinion is strength­
ened by the fact that the dried ear corn fed hogs consumed tank­
age in amounts comparable to that of the check lot.
Table V II presents data for the 20 days immediately following 
the comparison period. All lots were fed straight shelled corn, 
meat meal tankage and salt comparable to lot I. The daily tank­
age consumption in the four silage lots dropped 73, 60; 69 and 
52 percent as compared with the average daily consumption for 
the 100-day test, while the daily corn consumption increased in
TABLE VII. AVERAGE DAILY FEED AND GAIN PER PIG DURING FINAL 
CHECK PERIOD; ALL LOTS FED SIMILARLY TO LOT I. MARCH 6 
TO MARCH 26— (20 DAYS)
(All figures in pounds)
Lot designation
Shelled 
corn as 
allowed 
all lots 
(natural 
basis)
Feed Consunled Total
Average 
. daily 
gain 
per pig
Corn 
grain 14 
Percent­
age
moisture
basis
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Natural
basis
Corn 
grain 14 
Percent­
age
moisture
basis
I Check 8.73 8.37 .30 .000 9.03 8.67 1.80
II Dried ear-B 9.15 8.78 .17 .000 9.32 8.95 1.92
III Dried ear-C 9.55 9.16 .16 .000 9.71 9.32 2.40
IV Silage A 9.68 9.29 .42 .000 10.10 9.71 2.11
V Silage B 9.72 9.32 .65 .000 10.37 9.97 2.25
VI Silage C 9.63 9.24 .48 .000 10.11 9.72 2.12
VII Silage D 8.86 8.50 .60 .000 9.46 9.10 1.87
4 Perk ins, A. E. “ Losses and Exchanges of Material During the Storage of Com as 
Silage.”  Bui. Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta. 370. 1923. '
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TABLE VIII. AVERAGE DAILY FEED AND GAIN PER PIG DURING TOTAL 
PERIOD—DRIED EAR CORN—SOFT EAR CORN SILAGE COMPARISON AND 
SHELLED CORN PERIOD—NOV. 26 TO MAR. 26— (120 DAYS).
(All figures in pounds)
Corn grain plus Fee I Consulned Total
Lot
designation
(N Rural basis) Corn Corn
Average 
daily 
gain 
per pig
Grain Cob Total 14 Per­
centage 
moist­
ure
M. m. 
tankage
Salt Natural
basis
14 Per­
centage 
moist­
ure
I Check 7.01 7.01 6.69 .52 .000 7.53 7.21 1.5?11 Dried ear-B 6.45*
1.53**
1.89 9.87 8.00 .57 .000 10.44 8.57 1.76
III Dried ear-C 6.09*
1.59**
2.40 10.08 7.63 .56 .000 10.64 8.19 1.78
IV Silage A • 6.63*
1.61**
2.99 11.23 5.72 1.36 .001 12.59 7.08 1.44
V Silage B 6.59*
1.62**
2.67 10.88 5.52 1.46 .000 12.34 6.98 1.23
VI Silage C 4.50*
1.61**
4.59 10.70 4.23 1.35 .000 12.05 5.58 1.18
V11 Silage D 4.25*
1.48**
4.39 10.12 3.98 1.14 .001 11.26 5.12 1.04
* Dried ear corn or soft corn silage grain. 
** Straight shelled corn grain.
lot IY, 85 percent • lot V, 95 percent; lot VI, 186 percent; and 
lot VII, 177 percent. In the dried ear corn fed lots the tankage 
consumption was decreased 74 and 75 percent when compared to 
the preceding period, while the corn consumption was increased 
only 12 percent in lot II and 25 percent in lot III. During the 
20-day period the lot I pigs decreased their daily tankage con­
sumption 47 percent and increased in corn consumption 32 per­
cent. This factor should be taken into consideration when judg­
ing the changes in feed consumption of the other lots.
Table V III includes feeding data for the entire 120-day period.
TABLE IX. AVERAGE DAILY FEED AND GAIN PER PIG WHEN ALL LOTS 
ARE TAKEN TO 225 POUNDS, ALL BEING MADE TO GAIN THE SAME, OR 
ON THE BASIS OF EACH PIG GAINING ON THE AVERAGE 97.93 POUNDS.
(All figures in pounds)
Fee i  consumed To tal
Av.
daily
gainLotdesignation
No. of 
days re­
quired 
to reach 
225 lbs.
cob
(Na
as alloï 
;ural ba
red
sis)
Corn 
grain 
14 per­
cent­
age
moist­
ure
M. m. 
tank­
age
Salt Natural
basis
Corn 
grain 
14 per­
cent­
age 
moist­
ure
Grain Cob Total
per pig
I Check
II Dried
70 6.41 6.41 6.10 .61 .000 7.02 6.71 1.40
;  ear-B 
III Driod
59 6.73 2.04 8.77 6.87 .68 .000 9.45 7.55 1.66
ear-C 62 6.87 2.49 9.36 6.88 .65 .000 10.01 7.53 1.58IV Silage A 76 7.04 3.17 10.21 4.43 1.51 .000 11.72 5.94 1.28
vr ®1}aSeB 95 7.80 3.16 10.96 4.71 1.60 .000 12.56 6.31 1.03§1 Silage ,C 99 5.38 5.49 10.87 3.22 1.52 .000 12.39 4.74 1.00Vll Silage D 106 4.81
.49*
4.97 10.27 3.37 1.21 .000 11.48 4.58 .93
Straight shelled corn grain.
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We find the tankage consumption of the silage fed lots is still ab­
normally high, but the gains have been materially increased. In 
other words, this table shows that the 20-day period on shelled 
com was exceedingly helpful in that it increased gains, and fin­
ished the pigs in a manner that would not have been possible had 
the pigs been carried on the silage till the end. Altho the dried 
ear com lots did not show so marked a beneficial effect, neverthe­
less they, too, were helped by the finishing ration.
Effect of Rations on Rapidity of Gains. Table IX  shows that 
the two dried ear com lots reached an average of 225 pounds in 
shorter time than did the pigs in the check lot (1). Lot II with 
an average daily gain of 1.66 pounds reached the 225-pound 
mark at the end of 59 days. Lot III came to the finish only
TABLE X. AVERAGE DAILY FEED AND GAIN PER PIG WHEN ALL. LOTS 
ARE TAKEN TO 300 POUNDS, ALL BEING MADE TO GAIN THE SAME, 
OR ON THE BASIS OF EACH PIG GAINING 172.93 POUNDS.
(All figures in pounds)
Fee<1 consumed Toi al
Av.
daily
gainLot
designation
No. of 
days re­
quired 
to reach 
300 lbs.
cob
(Na
as allov 
ural ba
red
sis)
Corn 
grain 
14 per­
cent­
age 
moist­
ure
M. m. 
tank­
age
Salt Natural
basis
Corn 
grain 
14 per­
cent­
age 
moist­
ure
Grain Cob Total
I Check
II Dried
113 6.91 6.91 6.59 .53 .000 7.44 7.12 1.53
ear-B 
III Dried
100 7.75* 2.26 10.01 7.85 .65 .000 10.66 8.50 1.72
ear-C 103 7.10* 2.79 10.17 7.38 .62 .000 10.79 8.00 1.68
IV Silage A 120 6.63* 2.99 11.23 5.72 1.36 .001 12.59 7.08 1.44
V Silage B 129 6.13*
2.26**
2.49} 10.88 5.87 1.37 .000 12.25 7.24 1.35
VI Silage C 134 4.03*
2.53**
4.11 10.67 4.83 1.24 .000 11.91 6.07 1.30
VII Silage D 142 3.59*
2.77**
3.71 10.07 4.82 .99 .001 11.06 5.81 1.21
* Dried ear corn or soft corn silage grain. 
** Straight shelled corn grain.
three days later while it took the check lot, gaining 1.4 pounds 
per day, 11 days longer to reach the required weight. All of the 
soft corn silage pigs took longer periods to fatten, their addi­
tional requirements when compared with lot II being for lots IV, 
V, VI and VII, respectively, 17, 36, 40 and 47 days. All of the 
lots reached the 225-pound weight during the 100-day compari­
son period, except lot V II which required six days additional 
feeding of shelled corn.
Table X  shows that lots II and III reached the 300-pound av­
erage final weight per pig first and within three days of each 
other. Lot I followed 13 days later, while the silage fed lots re­
quired, respectively, 20, 29, 34 and 42 days longer than lot II to 
complete the trial.
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TABLE XI. FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN 
EAR CORN SILAGE—SHELLED CORN COMPARISON 
MAR. 6—100 DAYS).
, DRIED EAR C O R N - 
PERIOD (NOV. 26 TO
(All figures in pounds)
F<Jed required To! al
Lot
designation
- allowec i (Natura basis) • Corn 
grain 14 
percent­
age
moisture
Corn 
grain 14 
percent­
age
moisture
Grain Cob Total M. m. 
tankage
Salt Natural
basis
I 456.26 456.26 435.18 38.70 .01 494.97 473.89TX 450.05 131.49 581.54 456.18 37.72 .00 619.26 493.90
h i 440.45 173.50 613.95 441.76 38.42 .00 652.37 480.18IV 611.89 275.67 887.56 384.92 118.92 .06 1006.54 503.90V 768.02 311.27 1079.29 463.67 156.88 .02 1236.19 620.57VI 541.16 551.87 1093.03 323.63 152.26 .02 1245.31 475.91VII 583.35 602.80 1186.15 351.64 142.38 .10 1328.63 494.12
The dried ear corn fed pigs were able to make the relatively 
quicker gains because the com fed to them was lower in moisture 
content than that fed to the check lot; hence, on a full-fed ration 
they were able to assimilate more dry matter in a given period 
of time.
Comparative Studies of Feed Requirements
Feed Requirements for the 100-Day Period. The feed re­
quired for 100 pounds of gain during the 100-day comparison 
period is given in table X I, in which the corn grain is tabulated 
on both the natural and the 14 percent moisture basis.
The largest requirement of corn (14 percent moisture) is noted 
in lot Y  (grade B silage). The pigs in this lot required 463.67 
pounds of corn for 100 pounds of gain. The other lots receiving
TABLE XII. FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN; ENTIRE PERIOD 
NOV. 26 TO MAR. 26. (120 DAYS)
(All figures in pounds)
F<»ed requirsd Toial
Lot
designation
Corn grain plus cob as 
allowed (Natural basis) Corn 
grain 14 
percent­
age
moisture
M. m. 
tankage
Figuring] 
corn ■ 
grain on] 
14 per- ] 
centage 
moisture] 
basis
Grain Cob Total Salt Natural
basis
I 461.88 — 461.88 441.07 34.30 .00 496.18 475.37II 368.07*
86.96**
107.54 562.57 456.50 32.43 .00 595.00 588.93
III 341.76*
89.35**
134.62 565.73 428.48 31.31 .00 597.04 459.79
IV 461.85*
112.44**
208.07 782.36 398.40 94.60 .05 877.01 493.05
V 534.50*
131.31**
216.63 882.44 448.65 118.02 .01 1000.47 566.68
VI 379.96*
135.57**
387.48 903.01 357.28 113.72 .01 1016.74 471.01
VII 408.73*
142.06**
422.35 973.14 382.65 109.45 .07 1082.66 492.17
* Dried ear corn or soft corn silage grain, 
straight shelled corn grain.
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TABLE XIII. FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN; ALL LOTS TAKEN 
TO 225 POUND AVERAGE WEIGHT PER PIG.
(All figures in pounds)
Feed required Tot al
Lot _
designation
Corn grain plus cob as 
allowed (Natural basis) Corn 
grain 14 
percent­
age
moisture
M. m. 
tankage
Figuring 
corn 
grain on 
14 per­
centage 
moisture 
basis
Grain Cob Total Salt Natural
basis
I 459.62 459.62 437.58 43.37 .01 503.00 480.96
II 405.04 122.92 527.96 413.43 40.86 .00 568.82 454.29
III 434.71 157.47 592.18 435.12 41.38 .00 633.56 476.50
IV 549.23 247.45 796.68 345.50 118.08 .00 914.76 463.58
V 757.19 306.88 1064.07 457.13 155.09 .02 1219.18 612.24
•VI 540.94 551.64 1092.58 323.47 152.75 .02 1245.35 476.24
VII 517.08*
52.24**
534.31 1103.63 361.80 130.23 .01 1233.87 492.04
* Soft corn silage grain.
** Straight shelled corn grain.
soft ear corn silage- (lots IY, VI and V II) required the least corn, 
having a requirement per 100 pounds of gain of 384.92, 323.63 
and 351.64 pounds of corn, respectively. The check lot required 
435.18 pounds, while lots II and III, fed ear corn, required 456.18 
and 441.76 pounds, respectively, of corn for each hundredweight 
o f gain.
The lots receiving soft ear corn silage, therefore, made a rela­
tively good showing in so far as the corn requirement was con­
cerned. These lots, however, had an abnormally high tankage 
requirement. The amount of tankage required by the silage fed 
lots varied from 118.92 pounds for lot IV to 156.88 pounds for 
lot V. The lots receiving shelled com or dried ear corn required
TABLE XIV. FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN; ALL LOTS TAKEN 
TO 300 POUND AVERAGE WEIGHT PER PIG.
(All figures in pounds)
F(;ed required Tot al
Lot
designation
Corn
allowe<
rain plus 
l (Natura
cob as 
basis) Corn 
grain 14 
percent­
age
moisture
M. m. 
tankage
Figuring 
corn 
grain on 
14 per­
centage 
moisture 
basis
Grain Cob Total Salt Naturalbasis
I
II
III
452.57** 
450.05* 
422.17* 
16.58** 
461.85* 
112.44** 
454.11* 
167.61** 
310.88* 
194.84** 
95.59* 
228.30**
452.47
581.54
605.04
432.02
456.18
439.33
34.64
37.72
37.14
00 487.21 466.66
131.49
166.29
.00
.00
619.26
642.18
493.90
476.47
IV 208.07 782.36 398.40 94.60 .05 877.01 493.05
V 184.05 805.77 434.95 101.29 .01 907.07 536.25
VI 317.02 822.74 372.82 95.98 .01 918.73 468.81
. VII 305.45 829.34 397.19 81.66 .05 875.05 478.90
___-
* Dried ear corn or soft corn silage grain. 
** Straight shelled corn grain.
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approximately 38 pounds of tankage for 100 pounds of gain. 
Thus we see that the silage fed lots required up to four times 
as much tankage, on the average.
The markedly increased requirement of tankage in the silage 
fed lots is an item of considerable importance from the stand­
point of profit or loss.
In comparing the different rations with the check lot ration, 
we see that the dried ear com made a more favorable showing 
than did any of the soft corn silage fed groups.
Table X II  shows that over the entire experiment of 120 days, 
which includes the 20-day finishing period, all the lots were able 
to reduce their tankage requirement considerably, altho there was 
a compensating increase in the corn requirement (14 percent 
moisture) over that of the 100-day comparison period.
We noted especially that lot III (grade C ear corn) required 
12.59 pounds less of corn equivalent and 2.99 pounds less tank­
age to make the same gain as lot I, when compared on the same 
basis.
TABLE XV. FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN, ASSUMING 1 POUND 
OF TANKAGE EQUIVALENT TO 2 POUNDS OF 14 PERCENT 
MOISTURE CORN GRAIN*.
Lot I II III IV V VI VII
Dried ear corn-—soft 
corn silage comparison 
period Nov. 26, 1918, 
to  March 6, 1919 (100 
Days).
512.59 531.62 518.60 622.82 777.45 628.17 636.50
Entire period Nov. 26, 
1918, to March 26, 1919 
(120 Days)
509.67 521.36 491.10 587.65 684.70 584.73 601.62
To 225-pound average 
f inal weight per pig 524.33 495.15 517.88 581.66 767.33 628.99 622.27
To 300-ppund average 
final weight per pig 501.30 531.62 513.61 587.65 637.54 564.79 560.56
* This is an arbitrary equivalent figure used for convenience to help clarify the feed requirement 
for 100 pounds of gain.
Lot VI (grade C silage) required 71.20 pounds less grain and 
82.41 pounds more tankage than did lot III, while lot V  (grade 
B silage) required 7.85 pounds less com and 85.59 pounds more 
tankage than did lot II (grade B ear corn) for 100 pounds of 
gain. The high tankage consumption during the preceding 
period kept the silage fed lots from showing up more favorably.
Requirements to Reach 225-Pound Weight, Table X III 
gives the feed requirement of the pigs when taken to the 225- 
pound average final weight.
The pigs in lot II had the least feed requirement of all lots, 
or 413.43 pounds of 14 percent moisture com grain and 40.86 
pounds of meat meal tankage, a total of 454,29 pounds of feed.
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Lot IV  ranked second in total feed required, followed in the order 
given by lots VI, III, I, V II and V.
All of the silage fed lots show a large requirement for tankage 
during this period. Lot IV, the best appearing lot, required 
74.71 pounds more tankage and 92.08 pounds less corn than lot I. 
The high consumption of tankage in the silage fed lots made these 
gains costly. The dried ear com  lots made a very favorable show­
ing during this period.
jRequirements to Beach 300-Pound Final Weight. Table X IV  
gives the feed requirements of the pigs taken to the 300-pound 
average final weight.
Lot I had the lowest feed requirement during the period, fol­
lowed by lots VI, III, VII, IV, II and V  in the order named.
Table X V  sets forth the feed requirement for 100 pounds of 
gain, figuring tankage in terms of corn equivalent. This arbi­
trary figure gives a relative idea or rough estimate of the total re­
quirements as shown by the lots during the different periods. 
Adding the com equivalent of tankage to the 14 percent moisture 
corn requirement, the lots requiring the least feed for 100 pounds 
gain would rank as shown in table XVI.
The check lot and the two dried ear corn lots required the least 
corn equivalent during the entiré experimental period. This was 
due largely to the large amount of tankage required by the silage 
fed pigs.
Table X V  gives a good idea of the ability of some of the lots 
to increase the efficiency of gains with change of feeding method. 
Lot VII, receiving the poorest grade of silage, was next highest 
in the feed requirement at the end of the comparison period, but 
when taken to a 300-pound average final weight made more eco­
nomical gains than lot IV  which received the best grade of silage. 
In this case a group of pigs carried along on an insufficient ration 
forged rapidly ahead when their ration was changed and, in the 
end, made the most economical gains. Also we find that lot V, 
presumably getting the better grade of silage (grade B ), re­
quired the highest allowance of feed thruout the entire experi­
ment.
TABLE XVI. RANKING OF LOTS'AS TO TOTAL REQUIREMENT PER 100 
POUNDS GAIN.
Tankage figured in terms of corn equivalent.
Rank 
of lots
Comp, period 
100 days .
Entire period 
120 days
To 225 lbs. 
av. weight
To 300 lbs. 
final weight
1 I (Check) III (Dried C) II (Dried'B) I (Check)
2 III (Dried C) I (Check) 11T (Dried C) III (Dried C)
3 II (Dried B) II (Dried B) I (Cheek) f  II (Dried B)
4 IV (Silage A) VI (Silage C) IV (Silage A) ¥ VI (Silage C)5 VI (Silage C) IV (Silage A) VII (SilagelD) VII (Silage D)6 VII (Silage D) VII (Silage D) VI (Silage C) IV (Silage A)
7 V (Silage B) V (Silage B) . V (Silage B) . V (Silage B)
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The ability of the two dried ear com fed lots to put on rapid 
and economical gains is shown in a study of the period to reach 
the 225-pound average final weight. From the previous discus­
sion it appears that the Grade C corn, ear or silage, was more ef­
ficient in producing gains than either the Grade B ear com or 
silage.
Cost of Analysis of Corn as Fed*
Sale Value of the Soft Corn. The soft ear corn was bought for 
65 cents per bushel (70 pounds) before being graded. After the 
corn was graded, an arbitrary price was fixed for each grade. 
With No. 4 corn, 19.5 percent- moisture (the best grade on the 
market at that time), selling at $1.30 a bushel, the selling value 
of the various grades was estimated to be as follows, per bushel
of 70 pounds:
Grade A _____________ __$1.04
Grade B ______________  .84
Grade C _______________  .65
Grade D _______________  .39
Value Recalculated to Uniform Moisture Basis. Before en­
siling or drying the soft ear corn, accurate composition determi­
nations showed that it took the following weights in pounds to 
produce one bushel (56 pounds) of 14 percent moisture shelled 
corn equivalent.
Grade Pounds
A _ _ 85.84
B _ _ 94.10
C _ __ _ 106.81
D _ _ .126.02
On the basis of the dry matter cost value, using the hereinbe­
fore mentioned market data, the actual value of 100 pounds of 
14 percent moisture shelled corn equivalent would have been 
$2.48 per 100 pounds for all grades. This is also the cost of 100 
pounds of No. 4 corn figured to a 14 percent moisture basis.
On the basis of the actual cost value of the soft com, 100 
pounds o f 14 percent moisture shelled corn equivalent cost as fol­
lows:
Cost value per 
100 pounds
Grade 14% moisture basis
A ______________________$2.28
B -______    2.02
C ______________________ 1.77
D ____________ - ________ 1.25
The difference is equal to the depreciation in value of the 14 
percent moisture shelled grain of the soft corn.
•Inasmuch as the feed prices prevailing during the experiment were out of line 
with later prices, the authors have recalculated for the convenience of the readers the 
costs to an arbitrary $.84 a bushel for 14 percent moisture corn, $75 a ton for meat 
meal tankage and $20 a ton for rock salt. Only the original figures will be used in 
the discussion. The reader may, however, easily interpolate the new values from the 
figures found in parenthesis on each table of cost analysis.
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TABLE XVII. ESTIMATED COST OF ENSILING SOFT EAR CORN ON BASIS OF 20 
LOADS BEING ENSILED DAILY (720 BUSHELS OR 25.2 TONS). TOTAL COST 
OF OPERATING PLUS STORAGE CHARGE IN SILO.
Equipment
Cutter _
Depreciation and repairs $10.00
Power
Engine and 1 man to operate @  $2.00 per hour 20.00
Fuel
Gasoline 2J  ^gallons per hour @  22.9 cents 6.73
Oil, 1 gallon .60
Labor
One man feeding cutter 4.50
One man shoveling 4.50
Two men in silo, tramping 8.00
Total cost of operating per day $54.33
Total cost to ensile 1 bushel (70 lbs.) soft ear corn $ .0754
Storage charge per bushel (70 lbs.) .015
Total cost per bushel (70 lbs.) to ensile soft ear corn . 0904
Total cost to ensile 100 pounds . 1077
Storage charge per 100 pounds .0214
Total cost per 100 pounds to ensile and store soft ear corn . 1291
In buying the soft corn, we received 100 pounds of 14 percent 
moisture com grain equivalent for less than the price of No. 4 
grade market corn. The savings were as follows:
Grade 100 pounds corn
A ________________________ $ .20
B _____________________  .46
C ________________________  .71
D ___________________ 1.23
This saving, which depends on the market selling price estimate 
placed on the soft corn, will be a consideration in favor of feed­
ing soft corn.
Cost of Ensiling Soft Ear Corn. The cost figures of ensiling 
the soft ear corn were determined with the assistance of Russell 
Dunn of the Animal Husbandry Section. These figures are pre­
sented in table X V II. The tonnage ensiled per day is low com­
pared with ordinary silage cutting operations, where 100 tons of 
silage per day is not unusual. With the ordinary No.' 4 
force feed cutter used, however, these figures are somewhat high 
inasmuch as they are based on 20 wagon loads of the soft ear 
corn being handled per day. With this cutter two wagons could 
not be unloaded at the same time.
Cost of Drying Soft Ear Corn. The figures in table XVIII, 
giving the cost of drying ear corn, were estimated with the as­
sistance of Prof. H. D. Hughes of the Farm Crops Department. 
They are based on drying the corn during the winter when the 
temperature was around 32° F. ,
The depreciation figure on the silage cutter is very low, as only 
the blower part was used. The charge on the gasoline engine, an 
ordinary small one used for such purposes as pumping water, 
has been made relatively high considering the other uses to which 
it may be put on the farm.
Comparative Costs of Corn as Fed. As the silage or dried 
ear corn came from the silos or drying bins it took the following
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TABLE XVIII. ESTIMATED COST OF DRYING SOFT EAR CORN ON BASIS OF 
DRYING 2,000 BUSHELS (140,000 POUNDS) RANGING FROM 32.54 
PERCENT TO 38.14 PERCENT MOISTURE DOWN TO 12 TO 14 
PERCENT MOISTURE. (RUNNING 12 DAYS).
Storage
Double crib $600.00 (two cribs 48 x 12 ft. to hold 1,000 bushels each)
5 percent depreciatioii $ 30.00
Interest @  6 percent 36.00
Equipment
Ventilators $125.00
10 percent depreciation '12.50
Interest @  6 percent 7.50
Furnace $150.00
10 percent depreciation 
Interest @  6 percent 
Blower
Use blower on silage cutter, charge one-tenth regular depreciation on silage 
cutter (2 percent depreciation on $400)
One-third regular interest @  6 percent
Power
Gasoline engine $150.00
Depreciation 20 percent used 365 days per year; charge one-tenth of total 
One-tenth interest @  6 percent
Fuel
10 gallons gasoline per 24 hour day 
(120 gallons @  22.9 cents)
8 qts. of oil
Coal 660 pounds for 24 hours, run @  $7.00 per ton
Labor
2 men (12 days, 1 for night shift, 1 for day shift) @  $4.50
15.00
9.00
8.00
8.00
3.00
.90
27.48
1.00
27.72
108.00
Total cost of drying 2,000 bushels (140,000 lbs.) $294.10
Cost per bushel (70 pounds) . 147
Cost to dry and store 100 pounds original soft ear corn .21
amounts of it to make 100 pounds of 14 percent moisture corn 
grain equivalent:
Pounds
Dried B_______________ 127,48
Dried C _____________—138.97
Silage A __________ —„230.58
Silage B ___________ — 232.77
Silage C ______________ 337.75
Silage D ______________ 337.32
The cost value of 100 pounds of product as fed plus cost of en­
siling or drying was:
Dried B l_______________ $1.96
Dried C _________1_____ 1.76
Silage A ________________ 1.31
Silage B ____________—  1.08
Silage C —_____________  .87
Silage D ____ ;__________ .54.
The cost value of the several products as fed, per 100 pounds 
of 14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent, was:
Dried B _______________ $2.49
Dried C —__ _ ____|____ 2.45
Silage A ________________ 3.03
Silage B _______ —------2.50
Silage C __________j___ - 2.93
Silage D ________  1.84
These figures as set forth in table X IX  are used in calculating 
the feed costs for 100 pounds of gain made by the various lots. 
Table X X  shows that the dried ear corn made cheaper gains
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TABLE X IX  TOTAL COST VALUE OF SOFT EAR CORN SILAGE OR DRIED EAR CORN AS FED ON NATURAL BASIS 
AND ON 14 PERCENTAGE MOISTURE CORN GRAIN EQUIVALENT BASIS*.
Grade of soft 
ear corn
Pounds
corn
placed in 
silo or 
crib
Total cost of soft corn
Total cost 
to ensile 
or dry
Grand total cost of 
corn in silo or crib
Total 
pounds ear 
corn or 
silage fed
Total 14 
percentage 
moisture 
corn grain 
equivalent 
as fed
Cost value per 100 
lbs. ear corn or 
silage as fed
Cost value per 100 
lbs. corn grain 
equivalent
Dried-B
Dried-C
Silage-A
Silage-B
Silage-C
Silage-D
8834
9060
5880
6249
6606
5740
$106.01 ($65.62) 
84.13 ( 51.77) 
87.36 ( 53.76) 
74.99 ( 46.42) 
61.34 ( 37.75) 
31.98 ( 19.68)
$18.56
19.04
7.59
8.07
8.53
7.41
$124.57 ($84.18) 
103.17 ( 70.81) 
94.95 ( 61.35) 
83.06 ( 54.49) 
69.87 ( 46.28) 
39.39 ( 27.09)
6370.01
5850.00
7232.00 
7720.80
8050.00 
7235.90
4996.81
4209.49
3136.38
3316.92
2383.63
2145.10
$1.96 ($1.32) 
1.76 ( 1.21) 
1.31 ( .85) 
1.08 ( .71) 
.87 ( .57) 
.54 ( .37)
$2.49 ($1.68) 
2.45 ( 1.68) 
3.03 ( 1.96) 
2.50 ( 1.64) 
2.93 ( 1.94) 
1.84 ( 1.26)
* The actual values existing at the time the experiment was run are given in the figures to the left of the parentheses; the parenthesized figures are based on 
$ 84 per bushel (56 pounds, 14 percentage moisture basis) shelled corn. On this basis the four grades of soft ear corn (70 pounds to bushel) figure as follows: 
Grade A, $.64; B $.52; C $.40; and D, $.24.
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TABLE XX. FEED COSTS PER 100 POUNDS GAIN*; FIGURED ON THE COST 
OF 14 PERCENTAGE MOISTURE CORN GRAIN EQUIVALENT USING THE 
COST VALUE OF SOFT CORN PLUS COST OF ENSILING OR DRYING. 
(First 100-day period)
Lot designation Corn Tankage Salt Total
Lot I Check
II Dried-B
III Dried-C
IV Silage-A
V Silage-B
VI Silage-C
VII Silage-D
$10.79 ($6.53) 
11.36 ( 7.66) 
10.82 ( 7.42) 
11.66 ( 7.54) 
11.59 ( 7.60) 
9.48 ( 6.28) 
6.47 ( 4.43)
$2.13 ($1.45) 
2.07 ( 1.41) 
2.11 ( 1.44) 
6.54 ( 4.46) 
8.63 ( 5.88) 
8.37 ( 5.71) 
7.83 ( 5.34)
$.0001**
.0000
.0000
.0006
.0002
.0002
.0010
$12.92 ($7.98) 
13.43 ( 9.07) 
12.93 ( 8.86) 
18.20 (12.00) 
20.22 (13.48) 
17.85 (11.99) 
14.30 ( 9.77)
* Prices: The actual values existing at the time the experiment was run are given in the figure 
to the left of the parentheses; the parenthesized figures are based on $.84 per bushel (56 
pounds, 14% moisture basis) shelled corn and $75 per. ton meat meal tankage.
Prices as charged;
14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent $1.39 ($ .84) per bushel.
60 percent protein meat meal tankage $110.00 ($75.00) per ton.
Rock salt $20.00 ($20.00) per ton.
Prices per pound as fed:
Shelled corn $.0248 ($.0150) Grade B silage
Grade B dried . 0249 ( . 0168) Grade C silage
Grade C dried . 0245 ( . 0168) Grade D silage
Grade A silage .0303 ( .0196) Tankage
Salt
** Salt costs are the same in both instances.
.0250 ($.0164) 
.0293 ( .0194) 
.0184 ( .0126) 
.0550 ( .0375) 
.0100 ( . 0100)
than did the ensiled corn of the same grades for the 100-day 
comparison period. The cheek lot made the cheapest gains of all 
lots during this period. Lot III, fed Grade C ear corn, was a 
close second, making gains at a feed cost of only one cent more 
per 100 pounds of gain than the check lot. The cost of the large 
amount of tankage required by the silage fed lots made their cost 
of gains high.
Table X X I  considers the cost of gains over the entire period of 
120 days. The Grade C ear corn made the best showing over this 
period. The 20-day finishing period somewhat reduced the cost 
of gains made by the silage bed lots, allowing lot VII, fed Grade 
D silage, to make more economical gains than did lot II, fed 
Grade B ear corn. This is due to the low cost of the 14 percent 
moisture corn grain equivalent in this lot, coupled with the latent 
ability of the pigs to make rapid gains when a better ration was 
fed.
Table X X II  shows that the two dried ear corn lots (II and 
III) made more economical gains than the check lot when taken 
to 225 pounds average weight per pig. The gains made by all 
the silage fed lots, however, were more expensive than that by 
the check lot.
When taken to the 300-pound average weight, lot VII, fed 
Grade D silage, made cheaper gains than any that were made dur­
ing previous periods of the experiment. For feed cost their aver­
age was only $11.80 per 100 pounds of gain. (See table X X III.) 
The cheap gains made by lot VII are primarily due to the low 
cost of the com grain equivalent fed them. The gains, on this
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TABLE XXI. FEED COSTS PER 100 POUNDS GAIN*; FIGURED ON THE COST 
OF 14 PERCENTAGE MOISTURE CORN GRAIN EQUIVALENT USING THE 
COST VALUE OF SOFT CORN PLUS COST OF ENSILING OR DRYING.
(Total 120-day period)
Lot designation Corn Tankage Salt Total
Lot I Check $10.94 ($6.62) $1.89 ($1.29) $.0000** $12.83 ($7.91)
II Dried-B 11.37 ( 6.27) 1.78 ( 1.22) .0000 13.15 ( 7.49)
III Dried-C 10.50 ( 5.76) 1.72 ( 1.17) .0000 12.22 ( 6.93)
IV Silage-A 12.07 ( 5.69) 5.20 ( 3.55) .0005 17.27 ( 9.24)
V Silage-B 11.22 ( 5.29) 6.49 ( 4.43) .0001 17.71 ( 9.72)
VI Silage-C 10.47 ( 4.41) 6.25 ( 4.26) .0001 16.72 (8 .67 )
VII Silage-D 7.04 ( 3.10) 6.02 ( 4.10) .0007 13.06 ( 7.20)
*Priees: The actual values existing at the time the experiment was run are given in the 
figures to the left of the parentheses; the parenthesized figures are based on $.84 per bushel 
(56 pounds, 14% moisture basis) shelled corn and $75 per ton meat meal tankage.
Prices as charged:
14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent $1.39 ($. 84) per bushel.
60 percent protein meat meal tankage $110.00 ($75.00) per ton.
Rock salt $20.00 ($20.00)) per ton.
Prices per pound as fed:
Shelled corn $.0248 ($.015Q) Grade B silage $.0250 ($.0164)
Grade B dried .0249 ( .0168) Grade C silage .0293 ( .0194)
Grade C dried .0245 ( .0168) Grade D silage .0184 ( .0126)
Grade A silage .0303 ( .0196) Tankage .0550 ( .0375)
Salt } .0100 ( .0100)
** Salt costs are the same in both instances.'
corn basis, cost $3.45 less per 100 pounds than that of the near­
est approaching lot, namely, lot III, fed the Grade C ear corn. 
The cost of gains in the other silage fed lots was greater than 
those made by the check and dried ear corn lots.
The showing made by lot V II with the poorest grade of soft 
corn silage demonstrates a latent power of the pigs to “ jump 
ahead”  when put on an adequate ration and taken to a 300-pound,
TABLE XXII. FEED COSTS PER 100 POUNDS GAIN*; FIGURED ON THE COST 
OF 14 PERCENTAGE MOISTURE CORN GRAIN EQUIVALENT USING THE 
COST VALUE OF SOFT CORN PLUS COST OF ENSILING OR DRYING.
(Pigs carried to 225-pound weight)
Lot designation Corn Tankage Salt Total
Lot I Check $10.85 ($6.56) $2.39 ($1.63) $.0001** $13.24 ($8.19)
II Dried-B 10.29 ( 6.95) 2.25 ( 1.53) .0000 12.54 ( 8.48)
III Dried-C 10.66 (7 .31 ) 2.28 ( 1.55) .0000 12.94 ( 8.86)
IV Silage-A 10.47 ( 6.77) 6.49 ( 4.43) .0000 16.96 (11.20)
V Silage-B 11.43 ( 7.50) , 8.53 ( 5.82) .0002 19.96 (13.32)
VI Silage-C 9.48 ( 6.28) 8.40 ( 5.73) .0002 17.88 (12.0))
VII Silage-D 6.66 ( 3.93) 7.16 ( 4.88) .0001 13.82 ( 8.81)
* Prices: The actual values existing at the time the experiment was run are given in the figures 
to the left of the parentheses; the parenthesized figures are based on $.84 per bushel (56 
pounds, 14 percentage moisture basis) shelved corn and $75 per ton meat meal tankage.
Prices as charged:
14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent $1.39 ($ . 84) per bushel.
60 percent protein meat meal tankage $110.00 ($75.00) per ton.
Rock salt $20.00 ($20.00) per ton.
Prices per pound as fed:
Shelled corn $.0248 ($.0150) Grade B silage $.0250 ($.0164)
Grade B dried .0249 ( .0168) Grade C silage .0293 ( .0194)
Grade C dried .0245 ( .0168) Grade D silage .0184 ( .0126)
Grade A silage .0303 ( .0196) Tankage .0550 ( .0375)
Salt , .0100 ( .0100)
** Salt costs are the same in both instances.
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TABLE XXIII. FEED COSTS PER 100 POUNDS GAIN*; FIGURED ON THE COST 
OF 14 PERCENTAGE MOISTURE CORN GRAIN EQUIVALENT USING THE 
COST VALUE OF SOFT CORN PLUS COST OF ENSILING OR DRYING.
(Pigs carried to 300-pounds each)
Lot designation Corn Tankage Salt Total
Lot I Check
II  Dried-B
III Dried-C
IV Silage-A
V Silage-B
VI Silage-C
VII Silage-D
$10.71 ($6.48) 
11.36 ( 7.66) 
10.76 (7 .11 ) 
12.07 ( 5.69) 
10.87 ( 4.50) 
10.92 ( 3.61) 
7.31.( 2.25)
$1.91 ($1.30) 
2.07 ( 1.41) 
2.04 ( 1.39) 
5.20 ( 3.55) 
5.57 ( 3.80) 
5.28 ( 3.60) 
4.49 ( 3.06)
$ .0 0 0 0 **
. 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 0 0
.0005
. 0 0 0 1
. 0 0 0 1
.0005
$12.62 ($7.78) .
13.43 ( 9.07)
12.80 ( 8.50) 
17.27 ( 9.24)
16.44 ( 8.30) 
16.20 ( 7.21)
11.80 ( 5.31)
* Prices: The actual values existing at the time the experiment was run are given in the figures 
to the left of the parentheses; the parenthesized figures are based on $.84 per bushel (56 
pounds, 14 percentage moisture basis) shelled corn and $75 per ton meat meal tankage.
Prices as charged:
14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent $1.39 ($ .84) per bushel.
60 percent protein meat meal tankage $110.00 ($75.00) per ton.
Rock salt $20.00 ($20.00) per ton.
Prices per pound as fed:
Shelled corn $.0248 ($.0150) Grade B silage $.0250 ($.0164)
Grade B dried .0249 ( .0168) Grade C silage .0293 ( .0194)
Grade C dried .0245 ( .0168) Grade D silage .0184 ( .0126)
Grade A silage .0303 ( .0196) Tankage .0550 ( .0375)
Salt .0100 ( ,0100)
** Salt costs are the same in both instances.
or rather to heavy average final weight. (See table X X IV .) 
This low cost was due, in part, to the low value placed on the 
14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent. It is quite possi­
ble, however, that had a group of pigs been placed on a limited 
feed of regular market corn for the first 100-day period, meat meal 
tankage being self-fed free-choice style, and the pigs then 
brought to a 300-pound average final weight with a self-fed free- 
choice ration of both corn and tankage, they, too, would have
TABLE XXIV  SUMMARY: TOTAL FEED COSTS PER 100 POUNDS GAIN*; 
SHOWIITO RELATIVE STANDINGS FOR VARIOUS COMPARISON PERIODS.
Lot designation 1 0 0  day period 1 2 0  day period To 225 pounds To 300 pounds
Lot I Check
II Dried-B
III Dried-C
IV Silage-A
V Silage-B
VI Silage-C
VII Silage-D
$12.92 ($7.98) 
13.43 ( 9.07) 
12.93 ( 8 .8 6 ) 
18.20 (1 2 .0 0 ) 
20.22 (13.48) 
17.85 (11.99) 
14.30 ( 9.77)
$12.83 ($7.91) 
13.15 ( 7.49) 
12.22 ( 6.93) 
17.27 (9 .24 )
17.71 ( 9.72)
16.72 ( 8.67) 
13.06 ( 7.20)
$13.24 ($8.19) 
12.54 ( 8.48) 
12.94 ( 8 . 8 6 )
16.96 (11.20)
19.96 (13.32) 
17.88 (12.01) 
13.82 ( 8.81)
$12.62 ($7.78)
13.43 ( 9.07)
12.80 ( 8.50) 
17.27 ( 9.24)
16.44 ( 8.30) 
16.20 ( 7.21)
11.80 ( 5.31)
* Prices: The actual values existing at the time the experiment was run are given in the figures 
to the left of the parentheses; the parenthesized figures are based on $.84 per bushel fob 
pounds, 14 percentage moisture basis) shelled corn and $75 per ton meat meal tankage.
Prices as charged:
14 percent moisture corn grain equivalent $1.39 ($ . 84) per bushel.
60 percent protein meat meal tankage $110.00 ($75.00) per ton.
Rock salt $20.00 ($20.00) per ton.
Prices per pound as fed:
Shelled corn $.0248 ($.0150) Grade B silage $.0250 ($-0164)
Grade B dried .0249 ( .0168) Grade C silage .0293 ( .0194)
Grade C dried .0245 ( .0168) Grade D silage .0184 ( .0126)
Grade A silage .0303 ( .0196) Tankage .0550 ( .0375)
S a l+ .0 1 0 0  (, .vJJLUU,; \
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shown this same latent ability to make cheap gains over the long 
period. Remember, however, that lot VII took the longest time 
to reach the required weight, or 142 days, this being 39 days 
longer than was taken by lot III, fed Grade C ear corn, and 42 
days longer than lot II, fed Grade B ear corn.
Even tho we credit the Grade B silage with a very low cost, 
thus reducing the cost of gains to the minimum, we must not lose 
sight of the fact that the shelled corn—tankage ration was largely 
responsible for the economical gains. Had these pigs been carried 
along to the end on the silage ration they would not have fared so 
well.
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Appendix
TABLE XXV. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot I. (Check) Shelled Corn Hand Full-fed Three Times Daily. Plus Meat Meal Tankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed Entire Period—Six Pgs.
(All figures in pounds)
Period
designation
No.
of
days
Average weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
Av.
daily cc
rerage
nsumc
daily fe 
d per p
ed
ig
Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required fc 
of g
r 1 0 0  p 
ain
ounds
Dates
Initial Final
During
period
grain 
plus cob 
as
allowed
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
30 126.9 169.3 148.1 1.42 5.61* 5.34 .71 . 0 0 0 6.05 396.15 377.27 50.41 . 0 2 427.70
Sub. Dec. 26-Jan. 25 30 169.3 206.7 188.0 1.24 6 . 8 6 * 6.51 .55 . 0 0 0 7.06 550.89 523.35 44.02 . 0 0 567.37
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 206.7 260.2 233.4 1.78 7.41* 7.09 .46 . 0 0 0 7.55 415.26 397.40 25.64 . 0 0 423.04
Sub. Feb. 24-Mar. 6 1 0 260.2 273.0 266.6 1.28 7.07* 6.77 .50 . 0 0 0 7.27 550.65 527.73 38.96 . 0 0 566.69
Sub.
Close of 
silage and
Mar. 6 -Mar. 26 2 0 273.0 309.0 291.0 1.80 8.73* 8.37 .30 . 0 0 0 8.67 484.72 465.00 16.44 . 0 0 481.43
Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 126.9 273.0 197.5 1.46 6.67* 6.36 .57 .008 6.94 456.26 435.18 38.70 . 0 1 473.89
dried corn 
Entire Nov.26-Mar. 26 1 2 0 126.9 309.0 213.1 1.52 7.01* 6.69 .52 . 0 0 0 7.21 461.88 441.07 34.30 . 0 0 475.38
To 225 
pounds Nov. 26-Feb. 4 70 126.9 224.5 174.9 1.40 6.41* 6 . 1 0 .61 . 0 0 0 6.71 459.62 437.58 43.37 . 0 1 480.94
To 300 
pounds Nov.26-Mar. 19 113 126.9 299.3 207.7 1.53 6.91* 6.59 .53 . 0 0 0 7.12 452.57 432.02 34.64 . 0 0 466.67
♦Straight corn grain (no cob fed).
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TABLE XXVI. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot II. Dried Ear Corn, Grade B, Hand Full-fed Three Times Daily, Plus Meat Meal Tankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed 100 Days to Mar. 6 , 
Then Same as Lot I to Finish—Six Pigs— (All figures in pounds)
Period
designation
No.
of
days
Average weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
Av. 
daily 
corn 
grain 
plus cob 
as
allowed
cc
rerage
>nsume
daily fe 
id per p
ed
ig
- Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required 
of g
or 1 0 0  
ain
pounds
Dates
Initial Final
During
period
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
Sub. Nov.26-Dec. 26 30 ,128.1 169.6 148.9 1.38 7.58** 5.85 . 8 8 . 0 0 0 6.73 546.99 422.78 63.94 . 0 0 0 486.72
Sub. Dec. 26-Jan. 25 30 169.6 228.2 198.9 1.95 1 0 . 0 0 ** 7.91 .46- . 0 0 0 8.37 512.10 405.07 23.57 . 0 0 0 428.64
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 228.2 286.0 257.1 1.96 11.61** 9.05 .69 . 0 0 0 9.74 592.07 461.22 35.41 . 0 0 0 496.63Sub. Feb. 24-Mlar. 6 1 0 286.0 300.2 293.1 1.32 12.57** 1 0 . 1 1 .38 . 0 0 0 10.49 950.82 765.08 28.37 . 0 0 0 793.46Sub. 
Close of
Mar. 6 -Mar. 26 2 0 300.2 338.6 319.4 1.92 9.15** 8.78 .17 . 0 0 0 8.95 477.39 457.96 8.70 . 0 0 0 466.66
silage and 
dried corn
Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 128.1 300.2 2 1 0 . 8 1.72 1 0 . 0 1 **
8.34**
7.85 .65 . 0 0 0 8.50 581.54
475.61
456.18 37.72 . 0 0 0 493.90
Entire 
To 225
Nov. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 128.1 338.6 228.9 1.75 1 46** * 8 . 0 1 .57 . 0 0 0 8.58 86.96* 465.50 32.43 . 0 0 0 488.94
pounds 
To 300
Nov. 26-Jan. 24 59 128.1 226.2 173.0 1 . 6 6 8.77** 6.87 . 6 8 . 0 0 0 7.55 527.96 413.43 40.86 . 0 0 0 454.29
pounds Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 128.1 300.2 2 1 0 . 8 1.72 1 0 . 0 1 ** 7.85 .65 . 0 0 0 8.50 581.54 456.18 37.72 . 0 0 0 493.90
*Straight corn grain (no cob fed).
**Ear corn or corn grain plus cob.
***Corn grain (natural basis) fed in addition to corn plus cob.
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TABLE XXVII. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot III. Dried Ear Corn, Grade C, Hand Full-fed Three Times Daily, Plus Meat Meal Tankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed 100 Days to Mar. 6 , 
Then Same as Lot I to Finish—Six Pigs— (All figures in pounds).
Period
designation
No.
of
days
Averag e weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
' Av. 
daily 
corn 
grain 
plus cob 
as
allowed
A\
c<
rerage
nsume
daily fe 
d per p
ed
ig
Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required i 
of g
or 1 0 0  
ain
sounds
Dates
Initial Final
During
period
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
Sub. Nov. 26-Dec.26 30 128.1 177.3 152.7 1.64 8.37** 5.97 .91 . 0 0 0 6 . 8 8 510.85 364.54 55.46 . 0 0 0 420.00
Sub. Dec. 26-Jan. 25 30 177.3 2 2 2 . 2 199.8 1.50 1 0 .2 2 ** 7.70 .39 . 0 0 0 8.09 683.39 515.27 26.16 . 0 0 0 541.43
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 2 2 2 . 2 282-, 0 252.1 1.99 11.44** 8.13 .69 . 0 0 0 8.82 573.82 407.36 34.37 . 0 0 0 441.73
Sub. Feb. 24-Mar. 6 1 0 282.0 294.0 288.0 1 . 2 0 11.73** 7.87 .42 . 0 0 0 8.29 977.78 655.58 34.72 . 0 0 0 690.30
Sub. Mar. 6 -Mar. 26 2 0 294.0 341.9 318.0 2.40 9.55** 9.16 .16 . 0 0 0 9.32 398.75 382.52 6 . 6 8 . 0 0 0 389.20
Close of 
silage and Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 128.1 294.0 2 1 0 . 2 1 . 6 6 10.18** 7.33 .64 . 0 0 0 7.97 613.95 441.76 38.42 . 0 0 0 480.18
dried corn 
Entire Nov. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 128.1 341.9 228.1 1.78
8.49**
1.59*** 7.63 .56 . 0 0 0 8.19
476.38
89.35 428.48 31.31 . 0 0 0 459.79
To 225 
pounds Nov. 26-Jan. 27 62 128.1 226.1 177.8 1.58 9.36** 6 . 8 8 .65 . 0 0 0 7.53 592.18 435.12 41.38 . 0 0 0 476.50
To 300 
pounds Nov. 26-Mar. 9 103 128.1 301.2 21?. 7 1 . 6 8
9.89**
.28** * 7.38 .62 . 0 0 0 8 . 0 0
588.46
16.58 439.33 37.14 . 0 0 0 476.47
** Ear corn or corn grain plus pob.
*** Corn grain (natural basis) fed in adition to corn plus cob.
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TABLE XXVIII. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot IV. Soft Ear Corn Silage, Grade A, Hand Full-fed Three Times Daily Plus Meat Meal Tankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed 100 Days to Mar. 6 , 
Then Same as Lot I to Finish.—Six Pigs— (All figures in pounds)
Period
designation
No.
of
days
Averag weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
Av. 
daily 
corn 
grain 
plus cob 
as
allowed
cc
ferage
nsume
daily f{ 
id per p
ed
ig
Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required : 
of g
or 1 0 0  
ain
pounds
Dates
Initial Final
During
period
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Mtea
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
Sub. Nov. 26-Dec. 26 30 125.6 153.6 139.6 .93 8.08** 3.50 1.35 . 0 0 0 4.85 865.48 375.34 144.94 . 0 0 520.28
Sub. Dec. 26-Jaq. 25 30 153.6 192.0 172.8 1.28 10.41** 4.52 1.48 .003 6 . 0 0 812.31 352.28 115.30 . 2 2 467.80
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 192.0 250.0 2 2 1 . 0 1.93 15.19** 6.59 1.76 . 0 0 0 8.35 785.92 340.84 90.83 . 0 0 431.67
Sub. Feb. 24-Mar. 6 1 0 250.0 255.6 252.8 .56 14.33** 6 . 2 2 1.70 . 0 0 0 7.92 2582.58 1120.03 306.31 . 0 0 1426.34
Sub. 
Close of
Mar. 6 -Mar. 26 2 0 255.5 297.8 276.6 2 . 1 1 9.68** 9.29 .42 . 0 0 0 9.71 458.56 439.90 19.73 . 0 0 459.63
silage and 
dried corn
Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 125.6 255.6 185.3 1.30 11.54**
9.62**
5.00 1.55 . 0 0 1 6.55 887.56
669.92
384.92 118.92 .06 503.91
Entire 
To 225
Nov. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 125.6 297.8 200.5 1.44 1.61*** 4.17 1.36 . 0 0 1 5.53 112.44 398.40 94.60 .05 493.05
pounds 
To 300
Nov. 26-Feb. 10 76 125.6 222.9 167.0 1.28 1 0 .2 1 **
9.62**
4.43 1.51 . 0 0 0 5.94 796.68
669.92
345.50 118.08 . 0 0 463.59
pounds Nov. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 125.6 297.8 200.5 1.44 1.61*** 4.17 1.36 . 0 0 1 5.53 112.44 398.40 94.60 .05 493.05
** Ear corn or corn grain plus cob.
*** Corn grain (natural basis) fed in addition to corn plus cob.
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TABLE X XIX . SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot V. Soft Ear Corn SSage, Grade B, Hand Full-fed Three Times Daily Plus Meat MealJTankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed 100 Days to Mar. 6 , 
Then Same as Lot I to Finish—Six Pigs— (All figures in pounds).
Period
designation Dates
No.
of
days
Averag e weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
Ay. 
daily 
corn 
grain 
plus cob 
as
allowed
A\
CO
rerage*
nsume
daily f^e 
d  per p
ed
>gj
Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required fc 
of |
r 1 0 0  p 
rain
ounds
Initial Final
During
period
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
Sub. 30 126.7 143.6 135.2 .56 7.35** 3.16 1.81 . 0 0 1 4.97 1304.73 560.52 321.50 ‘ . 1 0 882.12
Sub. 30 143.6 174.0 158.8 1 . 0 1 9.88** 4.25 1 . 2 1 . 0 0 0 5.46 975.86 419.24 119.58 . 0 0 538.83
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 174.0 219.3 196.7 1.51 15.10** 6.49 1.71 . 0 0 0 8 . 2 0 999.26 429.29 112.87 . 0 0 542.16
Sub. Feb. 24-Mar. 6 1 0 219.3 229.7 224.5 1.04 14.17** 7.75 1.98 . 0 0 0 9.73 1364.37 746.65 190.21 . 0 0 936.85
Sub Mar. 6 -Mar. 26 2 0 229.7 274.7 252.2 2.25 9.72** 9.32 .65 . 0 0 0 9.97 431.85 414.28 29.07 . 0 0 443.35
Close of 
silage and Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 126.7 229.7 169.7 1.03 1 1 . 1 2 ** 4.78 1.62 . 0 0 0 6.40 1079.29 463.67 156.88 . 0 2 620.56
dried corn
9.26** 751.13
Entire Nov. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 126.7 274.7 183.4 1.23 1 62*** 5.52 1.46 . 0 0 0 6.98 131.31 448.65 118.02 . 0 1 566.68
To 225 
pounds Nov. 26-Mar. 1 95 126.7 224.5 166.6 1.03 10.96** 4.71 1.60 . 0 0 0 6.31 1064.07 457.13 155.09 . 0 2 612.24
To 300 8.62** 638.16
pounds Nov. 26-Apr. 4 129 126.7 300.9 190.7 1.35 2.26** * 5.87 1.37 . 0 0 0 7.24 167.61 ' 434.95 101.29 . 0 1 536.25
** Ear corn or corn grain plus cob.
*** Corn grain (natural basis) fed in addition to corn grain plus cob
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TABLE X X X . SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot VI. Soft Ear Corn Silage, Grade C, Hand-Full-fed Three Times Daily Plus Meat Meal Tankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed 100 Days to Mar. 6 , 
Then Same as Lot I to Finish—Six Pigs— (All figures in pounds).
Period
designation Dates
No.
of
days
Average weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
Av. 
daily 
corn 
grain 
plus cob 
as
allowed
cc
rerage
nsum(
daily fc 
d per p
ed
ig
Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required f 
of g
or 1 0 0  ] 
ain
rounds
Initial Final
During
period
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
Sub. Nov. 26-Dec. 26 30 128.2 144.2 136.2 .53 6.77** 2 . 0 1 1.43 . 0 0 0 3.44 1269.79 375.97 268.13 .05 644.15
Sub. Dec. 26-Jan. 25 30 144.2 178.2 161.2 1.13 10.07** 2.98 1.38 . 0 0 0 4.36 889.54 263.38 121.80 . 0 2 385.20
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 178.2 214.8 196.5 1 . 2 2 14.57** 4.32 1.75 . 0 0 0 6.07 1192.27 353.01 142.95 . 0 0 495.97
Sub. Feb. 24-Mar. 6 1 0 214.8 228.0 221.4 1.32 14.83** 4.39 1.53 . 0 0 0 5.92 1126.58 333.56 115.95 . 0 0 449.51
Sub. Mar. 6 -Mar, 26 2 0 228.0 270.3 249.2 2 . 1 2 9.63** 9.24 .48 . 0 0 0 9.72 455.12 436.59 22.87 . 0 0 459.47
Close of
silage and Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 128.2 228.0 170.3 1 . 0 0 10.91** 3.23 1.52 . 0 0 0 4.75 1093.03 323.63 152.26 . 0 2 475.91
dried corn
9.09** 767.44
Entire Nov. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 128.2 270.3 183.5 1.18 1 gi*** 4.23 1.35 . 0 0 0 5.58 135.57 357.28 113.72 . 0 1 471.01
To 225 10.87** 1092.58
pounds Nov. 26-Mar. 5 99 128.2 226.7 169.7 1 . 0 0 3.22 1.52 . 0 0 0 4.74 323.47 152.75 . 0 2 476.24
To 300 8.14** 627.90
pounds Nov. 26-Apr. 6 134 128.2 301.9 194.2 1.30 2.53*** 4.83 1.24 . 0 0 0 6.07 194.84 372.82 95.98 . 0 1 468.81
** Ear corn or corn grain plus cob.
*** Corn grain (natural basis) fed in addition to corn grain plus cob.
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TABLE X XX I. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT.
Lot VII. Soft Ear Corn Silage, Grade D, Hand Full-fed Three Times Daily Plus Meat Meal Tankage Self-fed, Plus Block Salt Self-fed 100 Days to Mar. 6 , 
Then Same as Lot I to Finish—Six Pigs— (All figures in pounds).
Period
designation
No.
of
days
Average weight per pig
Av.
daily
gain
Av. 
daily 
corn 
grain 
plus cob' 
as
allowed
cc
/■erage
msume
daily fe 
;d per p
ed
ig
Feed re­
quired for 
1 0 0  pounds 
gain, corn 
grain plus 
cob as 
allowed
Feed required i 
of g
or 1 0 0  
lin
>ounds
Dates
Initial Final
During
period
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tank­
age
Salt Total
Corn 
grain 
14% m.
Meat
meal
tankage
Salt Total
Sub. Nov. 26-Dec. 26 30 124.7 141.1 132.9 .55 6.33** 1 . 8 8 1.49 . 0 0 1 3.37 1158.54 343.45 273.37 . 1 0 616.92
Sub. Dec. 26-Jan. 25 30 141.1 166.7 153.9 .85 10.80** 3.20 1 . 2 0 . 0 0 2 4.40 1265.63 375.20 140.30 .26 515.76
Sub. Jan. 25-Feb. 24 30 166.7 195.5 181.1 .96 12.53** 3.71 1.07 . 0 0 0 4.78 1303.47 386.42 111.56 . 0 0 497.98
Sub. Feb. 24-Mar. 6 1 0 195.5 2 1 2 . 1 203.8 1 . 6 6 14.67** 4.35 1.15 . 0 0 0 5.50 8 8 6 . 2 0 262.71 69.49 . 0 0 332.20
Sub. 
Close of
Mar. 6 -Mar. 26 2 0 2 1 2 . 1 249.4 230.7 1.87 8 . 8 6 ** 8.50 .60 . 0 0 0 9.10 474.55 455.24 32.37 . 0 0 487.60
silage and 
dried corn
Nov. 26-Mar. 6 1 0 0 124.7 2 1 2 . 1 160.7 .87 10.37**
8.64**
3.07 1.24 . 0 0 1 4.31 1186.15
831.08
351.64 142.38 . 1 0 494.11
Entire 
To 225
Ndv. 26-Mar.26 1 2 0 124.7 249.4 172.4 1.04 1.48** * 
78**
3.98 1.14 . 0 0 1 5.12 142.06
1051.39
382.65 109.45 .07 492.16
pounds 
To 300
Nov. 26-Mar. 1 2 106 124.7 223.3 164.0 .93 # 4 9 ** * 
7!30**
3.37 1 . 2 1 . 0 0 0 4.58 52.24
601.04
361.80 130.23 . 0 1 492.04
pounds Nov. 26-Apr. 17 142 124.7 297.1 188.0 1 . 2 1 2.77** * 4.82 .99 . 0 0 1 5.81 228.30 397.19 81.66 .05 478.90
** Ear corn or corn grain plus cob.
*** Corn grain (natural basis) fed in addition to corn grain plus cob
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TABLE XXX II. COMPARATIVE FEED REQUIREMENT DATA BY 10-DAY PERIODS.
Dates
Lot I Lot II Lot III Lot IV
Shelled
corn
M. m. 
tankage
Salt Dried 
ear B
M. m. 
tankage
Salt Dried 
ear C
M. m. 
tankage
Salt Silage A M. m. 
tankage
Salt
November 26 
to
December 6  
to
December 16 
to
December 26 
tQ
January 5 
to
January 15 
to
January 25 
to
February 4 
to
February 14 
to
February 24 
to
March 6
294.00 35.50 . 0 0 408.00 49.00 . 0 0 423.00 46.20 .05 428.00 61.00 -.0 5
347.00 . 49.50 . 0 0 433.00 44.50 . 0 0 536.00 45.80 . 0 0 526.00 66.40 . 0 0
368.00 43.40 .05 521.00 65.70 . 0 0 548.00 71.60 . 0 0 500.00 116.10 .05
384.00 34.80 -.1 5 681.00 25.30 - . 2 0 671.00 22.40 - . 1 0 646.00 66.50 . 1 0
402.00 33.80 . 0 0 568.00 41.00 - . 1 0 588.00 24.00 - . 1 0 580.00 1 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 0
448.00 30.00 . 0 0 550.00 16.50 . 0 0 580.00 24.00 . 0 0 648.00 99.50 . 2 0
449.00 27.00 -.3 0 645.00 52.50 - . 1 0 680.00 46.50 - . 1 0 775.00 124.00 -.50
418.00 37.10 . 1 0 660.00 25.00 . 1 0 640.00 48.00 . 1 0 920.00 94.10 . 0 0
466.00 18.20 . 2 0 785.00 47.50 .05 740.00 28.90 . 1 0 1040.00 98.00 . 0 0
424.00 30.00 - . 1 0 754.00 22.50 .05 704.00 25.00 . 0 0 860.00 1 0 2 . 0 0 . 0 0
to
March 16 
to
March 26 
to
April 5 
to
April 15
526.00 1 2 . 1 0 . 0 0
Sh. corn 
566.00 7.00 .05
Sh corn 
574.00 10.80 . 0 0
Sh. corn 
579.00 45.40 * 0 0
621.00 23.40 . 0 0 532.00 13.00 -.1 5 572.00 8.40 . 0 0 583.00 4.60 . 1 0
549.00 8.60 .40 437.00 19.80 .05 608.00 10.60 . 0 0 638.00 7.90 - . 1 0
576.00 7.20 . 1 0 562.00 11.80 .05 622.00 10.60 -.0 5 609.00 .80 . 1 0
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TABLE XXXII. (CONT’D).
Dates
Lot V Lot VI Lot VII
Silage B M. m. tankage Salt Silage C M. m. tankage Salt Silage D M. m. tankage Salt
November 26 
to
December 6  
to
December 16
406.00 86.60 .05 312.00 78.30 . 0 0 293.00 76.70 . 0 0
457.00 1 0 2 . 0 0 .05 427.00 80.10 . 0 0 412.0» 73.30 . 0 0
December 26 460.00 137.40 . 0 0 480.00 99.00 .05 435.00 119.00 . 1 0
January 5 605.00 53.50 . 0 0 590.00 82.60 . 0 0 626.00 73.90 . 0 0
January 15 540.00 82.25 - . 1 0 564.00 82.75 -.0 5 588.00 70.80 -.15
January 25 634.00 82.25 . 0 0 658.00 82.75 . 1 0 730.00 70.80 .25
February 4 808.00 107.00 -.3 0 783.00 111.70 -.40 765.00 1 1 1 . 1 0 -.60
February 14 910.00 95.30 . 0 0 920.00 100.30 . 1 0 705.00 92.90 . 0 0
February 24 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 104.70 . 1 0 920.00 1Q2.50 . 2 0 785.00 89.00 . 1 0
March 6 850.00 118.50 - . 1 0 890.00 91.60 - . 2 0 880.00 69.00 - . 1 0to
March 16
Sh. corn 
570.00 46.90 . 0 0
Sh. corn 
574.00 41.60 . 2 0
Sh. corn 
515.00 39.70 . 0 0
March 26 596.00 31.60 . 2 0 582.00 16.50 . 0 0 548.00 32.80 . 2 0
April 5 651.00 11.90 - . 1 0 621.00 20.50 - . 1 0 580.00 1 1 . 1 0 - . 1 0
April 15 649.00 36.10 -.05 634.00 25.20 . 0 0 602.00 12.50 . 0 0
Apiril 25 418.00 1,40 .15 412.00 4.60 . 1 0 586.00 11.90 - . 1 0
369
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Feeding Ensiled Versus Dried Soft Ear 
Corn to Swine1
B y  J o h n  M. E vvard , C. C. Cu lbertso n , Q. W . W a llace  and  
E . J. M a y n a r d 2
When the corn does not “ get out of the way”  of frost, Iowa 
farmers are confronted with the problem of utilizing a soft corn 
crop.
The experiment reported in this bulletin was carried on in an 
effort to discover a practical method of storing and feeding soft 
corn to swine. Soft corn o f four grades was used. Ear corn 
silage was made from all four grades; two grades were dried and 
fed as ear corn; and all were compared with No. 4 grade shelled 
corn.
On the whole, it did not prove profitable in these experiments 
to convert the soft corn into ear corp silage as a feed for growing 
and fattening pigs. It was more profitable to dry the corn arti­
ficially and feed it on the ear. The cost of gains (this included 
the cost of drying or ensiling the soft ear corn3) was considerably 
less with the dried soft ear corn than with the soft ear corn 
silage. Furthermore, the pigs gained much more rapidly on the 
dried ear corn than on the silage,- they were better in appear­
ance and were ready for market sooner.
The following pages discuss the experiment with the soft corn.
iTViis is an abridged edition. The complete edition gives many more details regard­
ing the experiment and results obtained. The complete edition will be sent upon re­
quest.
2Now in charge of animal investigations, Colo. Agr. Exp. Sta.
»The problems and costs of making the silage, drying the soft corn, etc., are dis­
cussed in Buis. 216 and 273, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., which may be obtained upon re­
quest.
Fig. 1. Pigs eating from a “ V ”  trough, the trough being on a wooden platform 
to prevent wastage of. feeding material.
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3Rations Fed and Experi­
mental Periods
Thrifty Poland China spring 
pigs in medium condition 
were fed in the experiment.
They averaged about 128 
pounds each at the start of the 
test, Nov. 26, 1918. They were 
divided into seven lots of six 
pigs each. The experiment was 
carried on until all lots aver­
aged 300 pounds per pig.
Enough dried ear corn and 
soft ear corn silage was avail­
able to feed all lots for 100 
days. After that time, the 
pigs were fed to 300 pounds on No. 4 shelled corn.
The experiment was divided for purposes of comparison into 
three experimental feeding periods as follows :
,1. The ear corn silage-dried ear corn comparison period of 
100 days. One lot (designated the check lot) received shelled 
corn; two lots each received a different grade of dried soft ear 
corn ; and four lots each received a different grade of soft ear 
corn silage.
2. The check period which consisted of 20 days immediately 
following the first 100 days. In this 20-day period, all of the lots 
received shelled corn the same as the check lot.
3. The total period of the experiment which varied in length 
for the seven lots and ended when the pigs averaged 300 pounds
each.
As much shelled corn, dried 
soft ear corn and the soft ear 
corn silage was fed to the pigs 
in the various lots as they 
would clean up fairly well. 
All of the pigs were self-fed 
60 percent protein meat meal 
tankage and had block salt 
before them continually. All 
were fed in dry lots thruout 
the. experiment.
Description of Feeds Used 
Shelled Corn, It was of 
the 1918 crop and graded No. 
4 (ranging from 17 to 18 per­
cent moisture).
Fig. 3. Representative pig of group IV 
(soft ear corn silage grade C) at close of 
silage and dried corn feeding period of 1 0 0  
days. | This group ranked for 100 days sixth 
>n gains ( 1 . 0 0  lb.), tied for fifth in con­
dition (medium to good), and was fifth in 
cost of gains.
Fig. 2 . Representative pig group I 
(check lot) at close of silage and dried corn 
feeding period of 100 days. This group 
ranked for 1 0 0  days, third in gains (1.46 
lbs.), tied for third in condition (good), 
and was first in cost o f gains.
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4Fig. 4. Representative pig of group II 
(dried ear corn grade B) at close of silage 
and dried corn feeding period o f 1 0 0  days. 
This group ranked for 100 days first in 
gain (1.72 lbs.), tied for first in condition 
(good to choice), and was third in cost of 
gains.
Grade B Dried Ear Corn. 
The Grade B soft ear corn be­
fore being dried had 29 per­
cent of moisture and 12.35 
percent when dried. After 
drying its appearance was 
fairly good, altho the kernels 
were somewhat shrunken and 
had a slightly musty odor.
Grade C Dried Ear Corn. 
This carried 33.8 percent 
moisture before being ar­
tificially dried and 13.60 after 
drying. It was not so desir­
able in general appearance as 
Grade B. The kernels were 
very much shrunken and had 
a distinctly musty odor.
Grade A Soft Ear Corn Silage. This was made from the more 
mature ears of soft corn. The grain and cob had 24.7 percent 
of moisture at ensiling time. The silage was light in color, 
the grain being full and hard with the cobs light brownish in 
color. It appeared very palatable and had the distinctive silage 
odor. The cut was fine, about %  to %  inch. The quality was 
the best of the four grades of silage. It was apparently free from 
mold.
Grade B Ear Corn Silage. The Grade B soft ear corn that 
was ensiled carried 29 percent moisture. The silage was quite 
comparable to Grade A, altho the kernels were a shade less firm, 
slightly darker in color and some were a trifle moldy at the tips. 
It seemed to be about as pal­
atable as the Grade A and the 
odor was similar.
Grade C Ear Corn Silage.
This grade carried 33.8 per­
cent of moisture at ensiling 
time. The silage was brown­
ish in color and the immature 
character of the grain as com­
pared with Grades A  and B 
was readily apparent. It ap­
peared to have no mold,, but 
large pieces of cob slipped 
thru uncut. Much of the 
grain was mashed in with the 
cob. The odor was good, but 
this silage did not seem so
Fig. 5. Representative pig of group 
VII (soft ear corn silage grade D) at close 
of silage and dried corn feeding period of 
100 days. This group ranked for 100 days 
seventh in gains (.87 lb.), seventh in con­
dition (medium), and was fourth in cost of 
gains.
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5palatable as Grades A  and B.
Grade D Ear Corn Silage.
This corn before ensiling con­
tained 37.9 percent moisture.
All of the moldy, rotten and 
very immature ears went into 
this grade. The silage was 
distinctly inferior to the oth­
ers. The kernels were darker 
and discolored. It had a 
slightly disagreeable, some­
what acid and musty odor 
which increased as the silage 
was left out of the silo. This 
grade had a mushy appear­
ance; it was very moldy and 
unpalatable, and its quality 
and general appearance werefar below the others.
Tankage. A  regular 60 percent protein meat meal tankage 
was used.
Salt. Block salt was kept before all of the pigs.
Results of the Experiment
1. Daily Gains. The two groups of pigs fed the artificially 
dried soft ear corn of grades B and C made the fastest daily 
gains, as table I shows. In the first 100 days they gained nearly 
twice as fast as the pigs fed the poorest grade of soft ear corn 
silage, or 1.72 and 1.66 pounds per pig daily as compared with 
0.87 pound for the silage pigs. The best silage-fed pigs gained 
1.3 pounds a day. The gains decreased as the silage became 
poorer. The gains in all lots increased after the first 100 days
when they were taken off the 
dried ear corn and soft ear 
silage and fed the No. 4 shell­
ed corn. The gains of the sil­
age groups increased most 
rapidly.
2. G a i n s -O f  -Silage-fed 
Pigs Cost Most. During the 
100 days of the test when soft 
ear corn silage was compared 
with the shelled corn and 
dried soft ear corn, the most 
expensive gains were made 
by the pigs fed the silage. The 
cheapest gains were made by 
the pigs fed the No. 4 shelled
Fig. 7. Representative pig of group V 
(soft ear corn silage grade B) at close of 
silage and dried corn feeding period of 1 0 0  
days. This group ranked for 100 days fifth 
in gains (1.03 lbs.), tied for fifth in con­
dition (medium to good), and was seventh 
in cost of gains.
Fig. 6 . Representative pig of group III 
(dried ear corn grade C) at close of silage 
and dried corn feeding period of 1 0 0  days. 
This group ranked for 100 days second in 
gains ( 1 . 6 6  lbs.), tied for first in condition 
(good to choice), and was second in cost of 
gains.
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6corn (see table I ) . Next most economical gains were made by 
the two groups fed the dried soft ear corn. The cost of gains 
from the time the experiment started until all pigs weighed 
225 pounds also showed the shelled corn to be most economical, 
with the dried soft ear corn and one silage group next. The 
gains of three of the silage groups (those fed the Grades A, B, 
and C) were considerably above the others—the cost of gains 
being $2.25 to $4.40 a hundred more than the most costly gaining 
group on the dried ear corn.
When the pigs reached 300 pounds, the lot getting the poorest 
grade of silage made the gains at the lowest cost (see table II), 
but this is due largely to the unusually good showing of these 
pigs after the first 100 days when they were taken off the silage 
and fed shelled corn. The lot that got Grade C soft ear corn sil­
age gained next most economically, with the pigs which got 
shelled corn thruout the test ranking third.
3. Time Required to Get Ready for Market. I f one wants 
to push pigs along for an early market, soft ear com silage can­
not be favored, according to this experiment. For example, it 
took the pigs 106 days to reach 225 pounds on the poorest grade 
of silage, while it took only 59 and 62 days, respectively, for the 
two lots of pigs on the dried soft ear corn to reach this weight.
TABLE I COMPARISON OP DRIED EAR CORN AND SOFT EAR CORN SILAGE 
FOR FATTENING PIGS. SEVEN GROUPS OF SIX PIGS EACH, AVERAGING 
ABOUT 128 POUNDS AT THE START AND FED FOR 100 DAYS (NOV. 26, 
1918 TO MARCH 6 , 1919).
(AH figures in pounds unless otherwise designated)
Lot designation
Final 
weight 
per pig
Av. daily 
gain
Feed requir sd for 1 0 0  p Dunds gain
Cost of 
feed for 
1 0 0  pounds 
of gain*
Corn grain 
plus cob 
as fed
Corn grain 
figured on 
14 percent 
moisture 
basis
Meat meal 
tankage
I 273.0 1.46 456.26 435.18 38.70 $ 7.98
II 300.2 1.72 581.54 456.18 38.72 $ 9.07
III 294.0 1 . 6 6 613.95 441.76 38.42 $ 8 . 8 6
IV 255.6 1.30 887.56 384.92 118.92 $1 2 . 0 0
V 229.7 1.03 1079.29 463.67 156.88 $13.48
VI 228.0 1 . 0 0 1093.03 323.63 152.26 $11.99
VII Silage D 2 1 2 . 1 0.87 1186.15 351.64 142.38 $ 9.77 .
*The prices of the feeds as charged were:
Shelled corn, 14% moisture—$.0150 per pound or $.84 per bushel
Grade B, Dried 14% moisture—■ . 0168 per pound 
Grade C, Dried 14% moisture— .0168 per pound 
Grade A Silage 14% moisture— .0196 per pound 
Grade B Silage 14% moisture— .0164 per pound 
Grade C Silage 14% moisture— .0194 per pound 
Grade D Silage 14% moisture— .0126 per pound 
Meat meal tankage — .0375 per pound
Salt .0100 per pound
The grades B and C, dried, and grades A, B, C and D silage prices are figured on the cost of 14 
percent moisture corn grain equivalent using'the cost value of soft corn plus cost of ensiling or 
drying. The actual costs are reported in la. Agr. Exp. Sta. Buis. 216 and 273.
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It took the pigs fed shelled 
com 70 days. The pigs fed 
the best grade of silage re­
quired 76 days; 95 days were 
required by those getting *
Grade B silage and 99 by 
those fed Grade C. Taking 
the pigs to 300 pounds, it took 
those fed silage from 29 to 42 
days longer than it did the 
best dried ear com group of 
pigs.
4. Amount of Feed Re­
quired Per 100 Pounds Gain.
The pigs fed three of the four 
grades of soft ear corn silage 
required less corn (figured on 
a 14 percent moisture basis) per 100 pounds of gain than did the 
check group pigs fed shelled corn, or the two lots fed the dried 
soft ear corn. This was true during the first 100 days of the 
test (see table I ). On the other hand, the silage fed groups re­
quired an abnormally large amount of tankage. For example, 
the silage fed pigs took from 119 to 157 pounds of tankage, but 
the pigs on dried ear corn took only about 38 pounds of tankage. 
Taken to 225 pounds weight, one of the lots fed dried soft ear 
corn had the lowest feed requirement, and up to 300 pounds 
weight, the lot fed shelled corn made the best showing.
Fig. 8. Representative pig (soft ear 
corn silage grade A) at close of silage and 
dried corn feeding period of 100 days. This 
group ranked for 100 days fourth in gains 
(1.30 lbs.), tied for third in condition 
(good), and was sixth in cost o f gains.
TABLE II. AVERAGE DAILY GAIN, FEED REQUIRED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN AND 
COST OF GAIN WHEN ALL LOTS ARE TAKEN TO 300 POUNDS, ALL BEING MADE 
TO GAIN SAME, OR ON THE BASIS OF EACH PIG GAINING 172.93 POUNDS.
(All figures in pounds unless otherwise designated)
Lot designation
I
Shelled
corn
II
Dried
ear-B
III
Dried
ear-C
IV
Silage
A
V
Silage
B
VI
Silage
C
VII
Silage
D
Av. daily gain 1.53 1.72 1 . 6 8 1.44 1.35 1.30 1 . 2 1
Number of days required
to reach 300 pounds 113 1 0 0 103 1 2 0 129 134 142
Feed required for 1 0 0  
pounds gain: \ 
Shelled corn (straight—
natural basis) 452.57 — 16.58 112.44 167.61 194.84 228.30
Corn grain (natural basis) 450.05 422.17 461.85 454.11 310.88 95.59
Cob 131.49 166.29 208.07 184.05 317.02 305.45
Corn grain (14%
moisture basis) 432.02 456.18 439.33 398.40 434.95 372.82 397.19
Meat meal tankage 34.64 37.72 37.14 94.60 101.29 95.98 81.66
Salt . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 .05 . 0 1 . 0 1 .05
Total 466.66 493.90 476.47 493.05 536.25 468.81 478.90
Cost of feed for 1 0 0  
pounds gain* $7.78 $9.07 $8.50 $9.24 $8.30 $7.21 $5.31
*See table I for feed prices.
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85. Daily Feed Consumption. The pigs that received the sil­
age consumed considerably less than those on dried soft ear corn 
or shelled corn. The silage froze in many cases before the pigs 
could clean it up and they could not eat enough to satisfy their 
bodily needs, for when they were taken off the silage and put on 
shelled corn, they immediately consumed much more and gained 
far more rapidly. The tankage consumption was high in all 
silage fed lots, because the pigs apparently were eating tankage 
to make up for the deficiency in their corn ration.
6. Profits May Vary from Soft Ear Corn Silage or Dried 
Soft Ear Corn. This experiment showed that it was not profit­
able to ensile the soft ear corn for fattening pigs, but that drying 
it gave far better financial returns. It is possible that under 
other conditions, converting soft com into silage for feeding to 
hogs might pay. This would depend on the price of soft corn and 
the comparative cost of ensiling or drying it. The tests did show 
that soft ear corn silage may be fed to pigs easily even during 
cold weather.
1?.
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